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WRAL-TV Raleigh, NC.
The Nation's
First Daily HDTV Local News Broadcasts
A pioneer in HDTV broadcast technology,
WRAL-TV was the first USA station to broadcast
an HDTV signal in 1996 and is the country's first

news operation to present HD local news on a
continuous basis. The station is committed to
delivering the highest quality signal to its viewer
audience. Their audio board? A WHEATSTONE
TV -80 SERIES LIVETELEVISION CONSOLE.

"Our operators were given ample opportunity
to evaluate different consoles," says CraigTurner,

chief engineer at WRAL. After an extensive
assessment of competitive products "they found

the TV -80 easy to operate, with a convenient
design that includes all the features necessary to
achieve CD -quality audio."
WRAL is at the forefront of television broad-

cast technologies. YOUR station could be too;
contact WHEATSTONE for the best in TV audio!
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In a business //here a minute .:an be worth millions, you don t have a ninJte
to spare. That's where Harris, the leader in automation solut cns, can Fe1p.
Our Media Asset and Content Management systems offer sca'ab e SO lutiors
to turn a legion of tapes into 3 useable digital library. All of nhicr allows
you to ingest, catalog, index, archive and find what you wan: exactly whe-e
you expectei it to be. So the last place you want to be today can become
the opportunity of tomorrow.

next level solutions
SERVICE

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION
TRANSMISSION

For more information:
1.650.595.8200

broadcast.harris.com
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EVOLVING BROADCAST EDITING TRENDS
By Bob Turner

New digital nonlinear editing technology results in radical
changes in the operational processes of broadcast news.

64 APPLICATIONS IN INTERACTIVE TV
By Bennett Liles

Broadcasters are working on iTV applications to meet
their viewers' expectations with a wide range of
programming.
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Ted Koppel on the ABC
Nightline set. The

network recently
added an Avid -based

NLE system to the
program's newsroom.
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"DVCPRO provides
the total SD through
HDTV solution."
- Rick Jordan
VP of Engineering & Technical Operations,
VVBCC-TV Salisbury, MD.

The News Standard

Studio Production Quality

DVCPRO
HD
Affordable HDTV

How do you stay ahead of the digital curve without hitting the budgetary wall?
For CBS affiliate WBOC in Salisbury, MD, the solution is the interoperablity and scalability

of Panasonic DVCPRO. "DVCPRO is very cost effective, providing exceptional value
from many different perspectives: ease of use, quality, rehab lity and maintainability," says

Rick Jordan, WBOC's VP of Enginee-ing & Technical Operations.

From DVCPRO for news production to DVCPRO50 for program mastering to
DVCPRO HD for high -definition production, DVCPRO provides the total DTV solution.
"Our viewers have praised us for providing them with the future now," Jordan adds. "It's

this recognition that will keep us in business in today's complex media marketplace."

For more information on the Panasonic
DVCPRO format, phone 1-800-528-8601 or

Panasonic

visit us at www.panasonic.com/broadcast.
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In what year was color
television first demon-

strated? The system
employed three -spiral
scanning disks for both
the transmitter and receiver. Bonus if you can
provide the lines of hori-

zontal resolution the
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system was capable of.
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ae.GRASS

VALLEY GROUP

Composing a next -generation media network requires a virtuoso performance.
Concerto- deftly orchestrates analog video and audio, -ID, SD, AES/EBU, and data signals all in the same frame. With built-in audio A -to -D and C -to -A conversion, you can eliminate
costly converters. Equally impressive is Concerto's unique linear expansion capability, which

lets you grow from a 32 x 32 matrix to a full 128 x 128 by adding only three boards.

Learn how to orchestrate all your signals with Concerto. Visit our Web site today.
www.grassvalleygroucomiadirouters MEDIA WITHOUT BOUNDS- SOLUTIONS
Maximize product performance through Training, http://www.gvgtraining.com.
weal Grass Valley 610.. Inc Concerto Is a trademark of Me Grass Valley Group. Inc
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I(station)
want my DTV
ICther survey reinforces what we've been

saying - that consumers are finally open' g their pocketbooks to buy DTV. Last
September, the NAB arranged for a telephone survey
of 1000 Americans and found that 43 percent of the
respondents said they were either "extremely," "very"
or "somewhat likely" to buy a new digital television set
in the next few years.
The survey further supported the building interest in
DTV by showing that 55 percent of the respondents

speaker days, when audio was just the "noise" that TV
stations sent with the picture.

Further evidence of burgeoning DTV interest was
seen at the CES show in January. Final factory -to -dealer

sales of DTV sets totaled 1,459,731 units in 2001. Total sales for the year, representing more than $2.6 billion, surpassed CEA's initial 2001 forecast of 1.1 million units by November and sales continued to soar in

December. I helped support those numbers with my
own DTV purchase that month.
What surprised me most was the number of "integrated sets" sold. Of the 1.46 million units sold, almost 100,000 were integrated sets. This represents a
whopping 1455 percent increase in integrated set sales
over last year. An additional 196,564 stand-alone STBs
were sold in 2001, representing a 434 percent increase
over 2000.
According to CEA, the total number of DTV products
sold since establishing that product category in 1998 is
almost 2.5 million units. Based on these numbers, CEA
estimates that 16 percent of the DTV sets in use are now
capable of reproducing an ATSC digital signal.

CEA projects that another 2.1 million DTV products will be sold in 2002, 4 million in 2003, 5.4 million
in 2004, 8 million in 2005 and 10.5 million in 2006. If
these estimates are exceeded like we saw last year, TV

stations had better get DTV signals on the air now.
Otherwise, consumers are going to be keeping general managers and their engineering staffs up at night
explaining why viewers' favorite TV shows aren't HD,
or at least digital.

were "familiar" with
DTV. Survey organizers claimed that this high

percentage of familiarity with DTV was unexpected,
given the relatively young age of the technology.
So what do consumers perceive as the main benefit
of DTV? Not surprisingly, it's picture quality. Almost
two-thirds said that the primary advantage of digital
television was "better picture quality?' Improved audio quality was the second most mentioned benefit.
To us former radio guys, that's not surprising. DTV
audio is an amazing improvement over the old 3 -inch

I only wish the four major network affiliates in my
city (CBS, ABC, NBC and FOX) had the guts to support the technology. While I've paid my HDTV entry
fee with my purchase, I couldn't even watch the Super
Bowl in "imitation HD," or what FOX calls 480p. Shame

on every one of them!

editorial director

Send comments to: direct: editor@orimediabusiness.com web site: www.broadcastengineering.com
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Miranda Technologies has become such a company. With recent growth through dynamic acquisitions, we have
widened our scope of expertise in broadcast engineering and digital communications. By offering innovative new
products and services, Miranda continues to build on its legacy of engineering excellence.

We make the effort to understand your problems better... so our solutions are better. Miranda has significantly
expanded its product line and now delivers one of the most comprehensive range of targeted, application -specific
solutions available. Through innovation, intelligence and clever engineering we are creating systems that work in
harmony and provide solutions to complex industry problems and applications.

It takes a multi -dimensional
company to excel at
multi -channel broadcasting.

For complete details contact: corporate@miranda.com
Miranda Technologies Inc. - tel. 514.333.1772

www.miranda.com
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THINK PURPLE

The FOX sleight of hand
Once again, FOX network is showing
their complete ineptitude in getting anything high-def on the air. When I heard

that FOX would be doing the Super

ABC/NBC? They at least show a commitment to doing the right thing. What

kind of engineer actually thinks HD
viewers won't notice the Super Bowl is
in 480p? I hope all the HD viewers com-

Bowl this year, I had a sinking feeling in

plain to FOX and maybe that will pre-

my stomach because I know this is the
only network that has completely ig-

vent them from being so cheap, and then
trying to pass it off as an improvement.

nored HD, managing to not have a
BOB ZAJKO, CBT

single hour of HD programming. Here
is an opportunity to showrAce what HD
can do and FOX can only muster a feeble

Low -power DIV
The idea of operating at much lower
power to just get on the air will have
significant long-term negative effect

on the viability of DTV in general.
Your first observation that a few kilo-

watts at 20 miles may be difficult to
receive is, of course, true. However, the

480p. On their Web site they bragged
about FOX Widescreen and how this
production was going to be so much
better than the (CBS) digital broadcasts
of years past. A 1080i upconversion of
480p cameras is hardly better. From the
FOX Web site: "Previous digital Super

Table of Allotments made certain assumptions about power and interference ratios that under a generalized
reduced power scenario will fall apart.

The classic example is the adjacent
DTV channel assignments that assumed the DTV signal would be at a
high power level close to the level of
the NTSC signal. If the DTV signal
level is reduced by 10db or more, the
adjacent channel high -power signal

can destroy the receiver's ability to
even recognize that a DTV signal is
present. We witnessed this very reflect
when running COFDM vs. 8VSB testing in Baltimore and Washington, DC.
Rather than giving DTV a boost I am
afraid that Chairman Powell may have

set the process back for many, many
years, if not forever. Perhaps you are
correct, it is time to get serious about
cable carriage of DTV.
There is now clearly no other real
option as long as the ATSC system remains unimproved.
NAT OSTROFF
VICE PRESIDENT -NEW TECHNOLOGY
SINCLAIR BROADCAST GROUP

The last word" on birds
In all the responses to the
lemmingbird story, no one seems to
have hit on what I consider the bigger
issue: Protecting towers from birds.
I recently engineered a station where
both towers were being destroyed by

A 1080i upconversion of 480p cameras for the
Super Bowl is hardly better
than native 1080i.

1110111111111

Bowl telecasts have only shown the game

itself, with the signal originating from a
separate production unit. The result was
that the digital viewer experienced only
a fraction of the production values enjoyed by the traditional analog viewer?'
1080i can't do slo-mo and since all the
HD viewers would rather see that than

good quality video, let's use all 480p
cameras! Some logic.

copious quantities of bird guano. If it
is left unchecked for a few more years
there is a good possibility that one or
both towers could be felled by these

feathered bipeds. A major highway
runs between the towers, so if one came
down in the wrong direction... Oh, the
humanity! These towers have red lights,
but they've invariably failed to prevent

I think I speak for all HD viewers

hundreds of winged squatters from

when I say I would rather see a simple
four -camera native 1080i production
than a fancy NTSC upconversion from
some old analog truck. Everyone who

perching anywhere they wish. Working
beneath these towers is a real treat also,
as you can well imagine. A raincoat and

spent thousands on HD equipment

first choice of wardrobe.

hat in the dead of summer is not my

this past year (myself included) is go-

In some factions of our society to-

ing to be furious when they turn on

day, critters have far more rights than
humans, but in my view some serious

their local FOX DTV affiliate and see

that once again, FOX has taken the
cheap route to making their programming. Thanks to FOX for putting another roadblock up for HDTV.
When does the game go back to CBS/
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seagull genocide wouldn't be a bad
thing.
JOHN COLLINSON
MODULATION LIMITED
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SONY®

PRODUCTION

POST PRODUCTION

Workflow Innovation for
the Digital Anycast World.
The Anycast- World broadens its holzons at NAB 2002,

NEWS/NETWORK OPS
transcending traditional borders and replacing standard
business models. No matter what your application, in our

CORPORATE

new exhibit you'll see Sony solutions for streamlining your
workflow. Boosting your productivity. And integrating

SPORTS PRODUCTION

audio/video with information technologies as never before.

You'll discover new products to collect and leverage the

REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS

advantages of meta -data. New technology for monitoring

the health of your systems. And new ways to network AN

ASSET MANAGEMENT

and IT solutions.

Anycast World at NAB 2002. You can't miss it.

CENTRAL CASTING

WWW.SONYNAB.COM
STOP BY AND VISIT OUR NEW EXHIBIT IN NAB'S NEWEST SPACE,
THE NEW SOUTH HALL. STARTING SUNDAY, APRIL ?TH, 4 PM

MOBILE

MEDIA HALL
CENT

SONY

ANYWHERE. ANYTIME.

!its -U_

SOUTH HALL

Also see Sony Integrated Trucks at the Mobile Media Exhibit Hall
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Digital
set
-top
boxes
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

The 1999 movie, Pirates of Silicon Valley, tracks the exploits

cable industry and the consumer electronics industry, which has partnered

of June 2001 Dish Networks and

of Steve Jobs and Bill Gates,
calling them pioneers of an industry that

with DBS services around the world
to compete in the lucrative multichannel television business.

DirecTV had about 16 million subscribers; the growth rate is about 15
percent. According to the National

set -top box that would bring digital
entertainment and the Web to the TV.

The primary objective in this battle is
control of the digital set -top box - the
gateway to hundreds of millions of existing TV receivers deployed worldwide.
Five years later, it is highly revealing

Cable & Telecommunications Association, as of November 2001 there were
13.7 million digital cable subscribers;
approximately 100,000 customers per
month are upgrading to digital cable.

(This was before Jobs returned and re-

to look at the number of U.S. homes

Meanwhile, according to the Con -

transformed the world.

In this story, the pioneer is Steve
Pearlman. He faced rejection when he
tried to get Apple to develop a digital

0

versed Apple's declining fortunes.)
co

According to a recent FCC report, as

Pearlman left Apple and founded

Consumers are interacting with the TV via video
game consoles, DVD movie players, electronic
proTam guides and PVRs.

WebTV.

In 1997, Microsoft acquired WebTV
as part of their strategy to make Windows the hub of the networked digital
home. The acquisition was announced

at NAB, along with the formation of
the ill-fated DTV Team. Microsoft, Intel

and Compaq planned to deploy tens
of millions of computers capable of receiving DTV broadcasts.
The DTV Team soon learned that the
real battle for control of the transition

to digital is being fought between the

captured by the various combatants in
the DTV wars.
WebTV has less than 1 million subscribers. It offered too little too soon.
Microsoft has incorporated the WebTV
technology in its Microsoft TV initiatives, including the UltimateTV platform offered by DirecTV.

sumer Electronics Association, as of
December 2001 approximately 300,000

homes now have integrated DTV receivers or set -top boxes capable of receiving DTV broadcasts. The report
does not mention that virtually all of
these are HD -capable DBS receivers
that also include an ATSC receiver.
Thus far, surfing the web via the TV

has not appealed to the masses. But
How news departments want to spend each dollar of their news budget
.32

Live shots
of breaking news

Video on demand

cluding digital still cameras, DV

Top national news story
Specific items (health news,
consumer news, etc.)

Z
0

0.05

0.10

SOURCE: CONUS www.conus.com
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consumers are interacting with the TV
via video game consoles, DVD movie
players, the electronic program guides
(EPG) that are common to multichannel digital TV services, and PVRs. And
interactive TV features are beginning
to take off in some areas of Europe.
Meanwhile, a variety of digital media devices are starting to proliferate
via consumer electronics retailers, in-

broadcastengineering.com

3.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

camcorders and MP3 audio players.
The PC is becoming the hub for manipulating and personalizing digital
media content. It often doubles as a
stereo, a DVD movie player or even a
TV (with an NTSC TV tuner card).
But the promise of millions of PCDTV receivers never materialized.
FEBRUARY 2002
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EFA Family of
Television Test
Receivers

8VSB TV Test Receiver

Specifications:

8

Model 53 [4.5

...

1000 MHz, 72

...

+20 dBm]

(w/ option EFA-B3, RF Preselection)

Simultaneous Decoding & Measurement
SMPTE 310 Serial Output

. 6 MHz SAW Filter

Measurements:
Level

4,

Pilot Value

Frequency Response

Carrier Frequency

Constellation Diagram

BER, SNR, MER, EVM

Amplitude/Phase Response

FCC Shoulder
r--

O

Displays:
. Ghost Pattern

4,

Spectrum Display

COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION:
"SEARCH EFA" ON OUR INTERNET SITE.

http://vvww.rohde-schwarz.co-n
ROHDE & SCHWARZ, INC.
7150-K Riverwood Drive - Columbia, MD 21046-1245
Phone: (410) 910-7800 Fax: (410) 910-7801

The uncomplicated

Central Casting
solution

O

I

SIGNAL FORMATS

Microsoft failed to convince PC manu-

sidelines while the cable, DBS and con-

facturers to include the stuff needed
to turn a PC into a DTV.

sumer electronics industries are de-

Key technologies

lines between the PC and digital TV set -

SDI

DVB-ASI

Two technologies are help-

between a TV and PC:

Cheap mass storage
(hard disks and recordable
optical media)
Wireless networking

SMPTE 310M
HDTV

Hard disks are now big
enough, fast enough and
cheap enough to turn the

M2S (Divicom)
Analog Audio

promise of the PVR into a

AES/EBU

especially those who sub-

Control:

scribe to digital cable or DBS

RS -422 and GPI

- are beginning to under-

SDT1

Datacom:
Ethernet 10/100 BaseT

Gigabit Ethernet
SONET/SDH:
E4

OC3c (STM-1)
0C12c (STM-4)
0C48c (STM-16)

The other technology blurring the

ing to blur the distinction

NTSC

PAL

practical reality. ConsumersOne hot new product at this year's CES show
was the Moxi Media Center. The product aims
to become a home's centralized audio/video
entertainment center with built-in DTV or sat-

stand the natural synergy be- ellite receiver, digital music jukebox storing
hundreds of CDs, internal PVR with 60 hours
tween the PVR and the EPG. of storage, DVD player and cable/DSL modem.
Local caching will soon provide a variety of information services on top box is wireless networking. Several
demand, via the TV or any other digital technologies are vying to become the

media appliance in the home. News,

wireless networking standards for the

weather, sports and local directory services can be updated continuously.

home. IEEE -802.11 is the early leader.

The most important benefit to

Intel, is beginning to see significant deployments, especially for low complexity hand-held devices like cell phones.
Also known as WiFi, the current 802.11-

broadcasters is the bandwidth multi-

Flashlink®
The fiber
company that
takes video

plier effect of local caching. Broadcast-

ers could deliver pay -per -view mov-

Bluetooth, a standard championed by

ies to local cache during off -hours, and

1997 standard supports TCP/IP net-

these movies could then be purchased
and consumed on demand.

working at 11 Mbits/s. The 802.11-a and
-b standards will push the data rates up
to between 20 Mbits/s and 50 Mbits/s.
Apple pioneered the WiFi technology
with its Airport base stations and cards

seriously

But broadcasters are sitting on the

Web
Eighth annual FCC report on
competition in video markets:

We give you

the world's
most modern
and comprehensive range

of fiber

optical transport products.

www.fcc.gov/csb/
National Cable & Telecommunications Association statistics:
www.ncta.com/
industry overview/
indStat.cfm?indOverviewlD=2
Final 2001 DTV sales figures from
CEA:

1-866-928-4433

www.ce.org/Newsroom/
Newsroom recent news.asp
Moxi Digital - The Moxi Media

www.network-electronlcs.com

www.moxi.com/home.htm

Call:
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ploying millions of set -top boxes.

broadcastengineering.com

Center:

- every Mac now ships with a built-in
antenna and slot for an Airport card.
Support for WiFi is growing rapidly
in the PC world as well. Microsoft has
provided native support for the standard in Windows XP, and WiFi was
prominent in the plans of many consumer electronics companies exhibiting their latest gadgets at CES.

The digital networked home
Bill Gates, Steve Jobs and Steve
Pearlman all took to the public stage
on Jan. 7, 2002, to update their strategic plans to become the hub of your
digital home.
Steve Jobs used the annual MacWorld

FEBRUARY 2002

Multimedia & Digital Solutions

With more and more

Opal - Internet broadcasting solutions over digital networks

people demanding the

Coral, Quartz and Pearl - Interactive TV broadcasting
solutions and Electronic Program Guide management

latest in new interactive

and customized services, Thales is at the digital forefront

Amber and Onyx - Digital TV processing and bandwidth

to offer you the most complete and reliable solutions

maximization

in

MPEG-2, DVB, ATSC and ISDB. We will lead you

to the edge of innovation with commitment to standards

Cryolite - Scrambling of digital TV programs
Sapphire and Emerald - MPEG-2 video bLream management

such as MPEG-4, MHR OpenCable and ATVEF. And you can

Topaz - Digital TV streaming over IP networks

take advantage of our industry -renowned expertise in image
and data transmissions to give you maximum performance in

Lazulite and Amethyst - Comprehensive monitoring

terrestrial, cable and satellite networks. Now you can get so
much more out of your bandwidth investment. Great people.

Great solutions. A great partner in stream management.

and redundancy solutions

THALES
BROADCAST & MULTIMEDIA

"Thinking about
how to squeeze
more profits out of
your digital TV
streams?"

"With Thales,
you won't have

to think twice."

Satellite 2002 Booth #1101
NAB Booth #8700, LVCC

Great
people
behind

great
solutions
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show in San Francisco to introduce the
successor to its trendsetting iMac all in -one computers. The new iMac has
a 15 -inch flat panel display that floats
above a hemispherical base on a stainless steel arm. Apple is positioning the
new iMac as "the center of your digital
lifestyle," a digital hub that provides the
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Viewin HD
BY MAX UTSLER

The manufacturers' optimism over HDTV in 2001 has given way to the
realities of 2002. According to Ed Wolff, general manager of Panasonic's
Display Group, "nothing significant is going to happen in 2002." That
pretty much sums up the projections of most of the major TV manufacturers at the annual Consumer
tools to deal with the proliferation of
Electronics Show held in early
digital devices seen at CES.
January. But don't take that to
Jobs also announced the completion
mean "nothing is happening" in the
of the suite of digital hub applications
digital marketplace.
that ship with the iMac, which allow
HD -capable sets with 16:9 screens
users to manage CDs and MP3s or digiare fast becoming the rear projectal photography,
plug in DV
tion standard-bearers. Several
camcorders and edit video, or post immanufacturers, such as Sanyo and
ages to a Web site. The iMac also comes
Panasonic, will no longer make
with a DVD-R drive and an applicaanalog rear projection units. Last
Viewers write on a two-way
tion for producing DVDs that can be
year Philips offered two HD -ready
plasma display.
played on any DVD player.
models. This year they will offer five.
Jobs still believes that the path to conIn 2001 the industry sold two million projection TVs, one million of them
trolling digital media in the home is via
HD, and research indicates sales of 2.3 million in 2002 with 1.7 million of
the computer, not the TV. But all the
them HD and 80 percent 16:9 according to Scott Ramirez, vice president of
hooks are in place to deliver content to
marketing for Toshiba. However, that's 2.3 million
compared to the more than 18 million analog units
likely to be sold. Major analog TV set makers such as
Sanyo, Panasonic and Philips report no timetable for
the elimination of analog units, at least for direct view.
For the moment, HD content is confined to CBS
prime -time, a slowly increasing number of shows on
ABC, a handful of shows on NBC and major events
such as the Super Bowl, the Olympics and the
Academy Awards. Wolff pointed out HDTV sales are
strong in markets where the local stations broadcast in HD, but said DVD players are really what has
spurred the HD -ready, 16:9 growth.
If the number of displays is any indication, the
2002 CES signified a growing move of the TV
industry towards LCD and plasma displays. Direct
view and rear projection TVs were much less
prominent than wall -hung flat screens.
Install. Test. Service. Train. Support. Remote and On -Site
While plasma is unlikely to become the home
Maintenance. The DTV transmitter experience and expertise of
Mark Hills is unrivaled. Do digital right the first time. Let Mark
standard, the Stanford Research Forecast predicts
Hills keep your DTV downtime to the minimum. Call today at
that by 2005 more plasma units will be in homes
(800) 270-7050 or refer to our website for testimonials and
than in business.
further information. Represented exclusively by stone.
Mark Holt, vice president of sales for Sanyo's
Presentation Product Group, sees a future where
LCD panels will rule the small -screen market; CRTs
will handle 19-30 inch screens; plasma will be in
the 32-64 inch range; and projection will drive the
64 inch -plus market. imm
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Strike one, you're out.
A single bolt of lightning can throw you off the air for hours - even days.
Even if your grounding exceeds minimum
requirements, you could be in for some major
league problems. One New England TV station
lost $140,000 in equipment costs, plus untold
amounts in revenue, from lightnirg damage.
A midwestern FM station was tossed off the air
for several weeks, costing them tiousands of
dollars. And lightning doesn't affect just commercial stations. Virtually every t'ansmissior
tower - whether for police and fire stations, 911
call centers or telecommunicatiors - is at risk.
The only way to play it safe is -o upgrade

your grourding system to 1-5 ohm resistance,
as recommended by IEEE. At a fraction of
what it would cost to repair and replace damaged equipment, you can get a co-rectly sized,
properly installed copper -based grounding
system. It s what these two stations did. And
lichtning hasn't been a problem since.
Learn how to protect your station from striking
out - get our Power Quality CD-FOM
and case histories today. Call CDA at
888-480-4276. Or visit us at

http://powerquality copper.org.

Copper Development Association Inc.
260 Madison Avenue New York NY 10016

Dowel ad
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other devices connected to the home
network.
Bill Gates delivered a CES keynote in
which he revealed two new Microsoft

NDS Group.
Moxi's main product will be the soft-

ware that integrates the functionality
of the Moxi Media Center and wirewith up to four TV sets in the home.
The company will license the platform

a built-in CD/DVD player and digital

to companies like Echostar, who will

music jukebox and a cable/DSL modem

build and deploy the set -top boxes and

and Internet gateway for access to the
Web from any computer in the home,

less pods that allow media to be shared

WiFi. You can take the display anywhere

pods to subscribers.

The Moxi platform is based on a

gate via the TV to select songs for

Linux OS kernel; Macromedia Flash
will be used to develop the graphic
user interface for the Media Center
and remote pods. NDS is providing
conditional access technology. In addition to support for MPEG-2 video
decoding, the platform will also sup-

playout through the TV.

port Real Networks video coding

Steve Pearlman used CES to introduce his new company - Moxi Digital
- and announced technology partnerships with EchoStar Communications

technology, and theoretically, other
software video codecs in the future.
Wired and WiFi wireless networks
can be used to share media with the
remote pods.

Corp., Macromedia, RealNetworks and

Configurations will vary based on the
requirements of each company that licenses the platform. Some features include a multi -tuner cable or satellite receiver with IEEE -1394 support and the
ability to record over 60 hours of video,

technologies designed to bring Windows into the family room. Mira is a
rather obvious application of wireless
networking. A touch screen flat panel
display connects to its host PC using
in the home, continuing to work with
the PC, and use it to control other devices connected to the home network.
Gates also demonstrated Freestyle, a
graphical user interface optimized for
the TV. The demo featured a digital
music application that one could navi-

I

with a built-in firewall for security.

The relationship with Echostar,
which recently announced plans to
acquire DirecTV, is particularly note-

worthy. As part of the plans to consolidate operations, Dish Networks
and DirecTV have indicated that they
plan to replace millions of set -top
boxes, as the systems currently are incompatible with one another.
BE
Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and hosts and moderates
the Open DTV Forum.

Build a Networked Broadcast Studio
Turn around programming and news faster than ever
before ACQUIRE raw feeds directly to disk. EDIT in real
time. CREATE graphics, titles and animations. PLAYOUT
straight to air. Shared storage and common file formats
mean transcoding, tape swapping and running back
and forth between recording rooms, edit bays and the
playout center are a thing of the past. Welcome to the
digital era!
The increased productivity, quality and cost-effectiveness

inherent in an all -digital networked broadcast studio
can be a reality in your environment. Matrox-based
solutions are already making it happen 24/7 in facilities
around the world.
Contact us today for a free white paper that describes
how you can build and benefit from an all -digital facility.
1-866-270-4636

www.rnatrox.com/video

cost-effective

.

flexible

.

proven
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Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound perfectly completes DTV and HDTV broadcasts. For a small investment
in your audio, you get a big payoff: the same dynamic, all -encompassing, surround sound programming
your audience already experiences on DVDs, at the cinema, and from premium DBS and cable services.

Outfit your station now with the capability to transmit
Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound-the final piece for your
DTV programs. For more information on our products and
technologies, including our Equipping for Surround Sound
brochure, please visit our website.

www.dolby.com/DTVaudio

DO Dolby
BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS

Dolby Laboratories, Inc. 100 Potrero Avenue San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 Telephone 415-558-0200 Fax 415-863-1373

Wootton Bassett Wiltshire SN4 8QJ England Telephone (44) 1793-842100 Fax (44) 1793-842101 www.dolby.com
Dolby and the double -D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. 0 2001 Dolby Laboratories. Inc. S01/14021
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New allocation
scheme
set
for channels 52-59
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

In December, the Commission
adopted new allocation and service rules for the spectrum now
occupied by TV channels 52-59 (the
lower 700 MHz band). In its Report and
Order, the Commission reallocated the
entire 48 MHz to fixed and mobile ser-

>"

vices, although it retained the existing

w

broadcast allocation for incumbent

1:13

broadcast services during the DTV transition, and for theoretically possible new
broadcast services. Congress is forcing
the Commission to auction off that par-

ticular spectrum by Sept. 30, 2002, for
use in the fixed and mobile services.
Despite those impending auctions, the
Commission recognizes that the transi-

tion to DTV is not scheduled to end
until at least the end of 2006, and that
date may well slip in a number of markets. Obviously, this time differential
creates a need to accommodate existing
broadcasters in the spectrum.
Accordingly, the Report and Order established technical criteria designed to

bents operating as the upper 700 MHz
band (channels 60-69), a consideration
which made band clearing in the lower
700 MHz band far more problematic.
Any voluntary band -clearing arrangements will be reviewed on a case -by case basis to determine whether they

basis even after the DTI/ transition.
would serve the public interest.
While ongoing full -service television

MHz band, the Commission has di-

the DTV transition, LPTV and TV
translator stations will be allowed to

vided the spectrum into three 12 MHz
blocks, with each block consisting of a

operate in the channel 52-59 band on a

pair of 6 MHz segments, and two 6
MHz blocks of contiguous, unpaired

secondary basis (as is the case now), even

after the DTV transition. This provision
may be of limited use, however, depending upon the outcome of the spectrum
auctions and the types of services that

channels 52 through 59. The Commission recognizes that the 52-59 band has
approximately twice as many incum-

should they cause interference to whatever new services are established in the

and TV translators will remain second-

ary services, they will be required to
change channels or cease operations

band. Nonetheless, depending upon
how the roll out of new services takes
place, the provision may provide some
benefit to LPTV and TV translator stations by allowing them to remain on
their current channels until the DTV
transition is over. At that point, presumably more channels will be available for
use as displacement channels, as TV stations are required to return one of their
paired channels at the end of transition.
The Commission dismissed all pend-

ing petitions for rulemaking for new
NTSC allotments in the channel 52-59

20

vice will be allowed on Channel 59.
As for the future uses of the lower 700

operation will be protected only through

are initiated in the band. Since LPTV

programs lists for the first quarter of
2002 must be placed in stations'
public files by April 10.
March 1 is the deadline to file FCC
Forms 337 seeking extensions of the
May 1, 2002, DTV construction
deadline for commercial TV stations,

log or digital service within the core
spectrum (channels 2-51) or digital service only in channels 52-58. No new ser-

LPTV and TV translator stations will be allowed to
operate in the channel 52-59 band on a secondary

protect incumbent TV operations in
the band through the DTV transition
period. Further, the Commission did
not adopt any band -clearing rules for

No biennial ownership reports are
due in 2002. Quarterly problems and

band. For pending applications for construction permits, a 45 -day window will
be opened to allow applicants to modify
their applications to specify either ana-

broacicastengineering.com

spectrum. The Commission will license

two of the three 12 MHz blocks and
the two 6 MHz blocks on a regional
basis using six Economic Area Groupings. The remaining 12 MHz block of
paired spectrum will be licensed using
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA)
and Rural Statistical Areas (RSA).
All operations in the lower 700 MHz
band will be regulated under the framework of the Commission's Part 27 technical, licensing and operational rules.

The Part 27 power levels have been
amended, however, to permit 50 kW
effective radiated power transmissions
in the lower 700 MHz band, subject to
specific requirements for notification
and non-interference.
BE
Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

harry_martin@primediabusiness.com
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Improving
video quality
BY MARTIN J. STEIN AND MARK SCHAFFER

As new broadcast services
battle for the same amount
of fixed transponder bandwidth, improving quality at low bit rates
has developed into a fertile area for technological advances - and has become a

primary concern for service providers.
Lowering the bit rate of video services
makes space available for new, advanced
services. Finding ways to do so without
sacrificing video quality is the new "holy

Film mode. To translate first -genera-

tion film material into video, the
telecine process converts the 24 film
frames into 48 fields, then duplicates
12 of the fields to come up to the required 60 video fields per second. The
film -mode process, often referred to

has been interrupted. This allows the
pre-processing activity to drop out of
film mode when necessary and re-enter it when a consistent 3:2 sequence
is again detected.
Scene -change detection. Carefully al-

as "3:2 pull -down reversal" or "inverse

locating the available bit rate to either
picture detail or motion improves the

telecine," automatically detects and

quality of MPEG-2 compression. A

Finding ways to lower the bit rate without
sacrificing video quality is the new "holy grail"
for compression scientists.

grail" for compression scientists. There

are now a number of techniques that
pre-processing and compression software can apply directly to each individual program to achieve the best qual-

ity within the available bandwidth.

eliminates any duplicate fields. This

These content -based techniques analyze
various aspects of the content's creation
to efficiently apply compression to different scenes.

method can yield up to 20 percent
compression efficiency when compared to video -originated material,
and is one of the most widely applied

scene change in a program results in
drastic content change between adjacent frames, mimicking the effect of
significant motion. As a result, the compression engines reduce the bit rate assigned to picture detail, which

reduces the instantaneous

Past (filtered) frame

picture quality and often con-

sumes more of the available
bandwidth than needed.
Current frame

The scene -change -detection

process eliminates these
Future frame

problems by storing several
video frames in memory to
compare to adjacent frames.
The process can then detect a
scene change in time to grace-

fully close one MPEG-2
group of pictures and build
an anchor frame for the next
Filtered

output

Adaptive
weighted

sequence. This process allows
the software to allocate more
bits to the new anchor frame,

average

Figure 1. Bi-directional motion compensated temporal filtering removes random
and impulse noise between adjacent frames.

preserving the quality of the
next picture sequence.

Fade and flash detection.
Similar to scene changes,

Pre-processing techniques

pre-processing techniques today. De-

The following pre-processing steps can
be applied sequentially to condition the

tecting "bad edits" that may have been

created during the post -production

video and optimize compression.

fades and flashes can also be detected
and processed to avoid unnecessary artifacts. Fades and flashes change all lu-

process reveals where the 3:2 sequence

minance values over a number of
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frames, mimicking the effect of signifi-

the temporal correlation between the
current picture frame and elements of
past or future encoded frames. The accuracy of the motion -estimation pro-

allowing for higher quality complex

higher levels of multichannel service.

Noise reduction through filtering. Fil-

cess affects both the final picture quality and the efficiency of the compression process. Any improvement made

tering processes, either temporal (be-

to this process is of great value. The mo-

tween frames) or spatial (within a

tion -estimation technique most often

frame), can reduce noise that the en-

process via dual -pass encoding further
improves statistical multiplexing. During the first pass, the encoding system

used works by varying the "search
range" and the search strategy. (The

determines the precise bandwidth requirements of each stream, rather than

cant motion. By using a multi -frame
memory, the software can examine picture sequences to detect fades or flashes

and allocate more of the available bit
rate to picture quality.

coder might mistake for extensive pic-

scenes. Statistical multiplexing enhances

the quality of the entire multiplex and

enables service providers to achieve
Dual -pass encoding. Repeating the

ture detail or motion. Noise removal sig-

nificantly improves compression effi-

Allocating the available bit rate to either picture
detail or motion improves the quality of MPEG-2

ciency, allowing the encoder to focus on

the meaningful portions of the content
Motion -compensated temporal filter-

compression.

ing is a sophisticated process for remov-

ing source video noise between adjacent frames in moving pictures. (See
Figure 1.) By tracing the motion of each

pixel between frames, the process appropriately filters according to the related motion vector. This process removes random and impulse noise in
moving objects, preserving the detail

of the object and further improving
compression efficiency.

search range is the number of pixels

just the instantaneous demands of a

surrounding the target pixel, which the
software analyzes to determine the exact motion path of the target pixel.)

frame from each program. It then uses
that information to accurately allocate
the bandwidth on the second pass.

Statistical multiplexing. Statistical

Combining all of the above mentioned
compression techniques in a tight feedback loop further enhances the encoding process. For instance, if a single pro-

multiplexing is based on the principle
of a fair distribution of quality across all

the video streams within an MPEG-2
multiplex. An examination of the sta-

Adaptive spatial filtering removes
source video noise between adjacent

tistics of full -motion video reveals that
it spends most of its time in less complex scenes that respond well to digital

pixels (picture elements) within a frame.
This process works on a pixel -by -pixel

compression techniques, and only

basis to remove random and impulse
noise within the video frame, appropriately filtering according to the values of
its surrounding pixels within the frame
and carefully preserving the edges of any

briefly experiences scene changes or
other forms of rapid movement This
provides an incentive for pooling the
available bandwidth and treating multiple programs as a group. Statistical
multiplexing can dynamically allocate

perceived object. Typically, the service
provider can adjust the strength of this

the group's bandwidth where it is

filter to match the desired encoding

those pictures that are experiencing

quality, balancing picture sharpness with
perceived digital artifacts.

rapid movement or contain significant
picture detail.
In a statistical multiplex, each service

Compression techniques
After pre-processing and noise reduction, the video source material is ready
to move through the compression process. Compression techniques such as

motion estimation, statistical multiplexing and dual -pass compression
produce the final MPEG-2 stream.
Motion estimation. Motion estimation is the most critical and computerintensive step in the video compression
process. Up to 80 percent of the redundancy in moving pictures is a result of

24

needed most, improving the quality of

gram is consuming an inordinate
amount of bandwidth, the statistical
multiplexer can instantaneously modify
the filtering values for that stream - or a
number of other less critical streams to optimize the performance of the entire multiplex.
Only a year or two ago, it appeared that
there was little opportunity to squeeze
more bits out of the multichannel compression process. In that short period of
time, however, scientists and engineers
have made major advances in compres-

sion efficiency to meet the increasing
demands on transponder usage and the

competitive requirements of service
providers. Now, a new generation of

operates at a variable bit rate. Individual
services make demands on the group's

cost-effective, high-speed media processors allows the real-time execution of an

bandwidth based on the complexity of

increasing array of compression and

the video. The encoder's multiplexer re-

pre-processing techniques - and

ceives these bandwidth requests from
each member of the group and determines the maximum picture quality that
the available group bandwidth can sus-

tain. It then allocates a bit rate to each
service to achieve that level of quality.

The dynamic allocation of variable
bit rates ensures that bandwidth is
not wasted on less complex scenes,

broadcastengineering.com

marks yet another conquest in compression scientists' continuing pursuit
of their grail.
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Martin J. Stein is senior marketing
director and Mark Schaffer is senior
product manager of Motorola Broadband
Communications Sector, Satellite &
Broadcast Network Systems Division in
San Diego.
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Accepts HDSDI at 720p, 1080i, and 1080p

SMPTE 292 compliant

Broadcast -quality 10 -bit processing

Rack mountable
metal enclosure

Auto input
equalization and
reclocking

HOSDI-ACR 100
ROM TO YJV/RG8 CCRIVERTER

International
internal
power supply

Wideband analog outputs
Y, R -Y, B -Y
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RGBS
RGBHV

Re -clocked & buffered loop -through

Extron® HDSDI to Analog Video Converter

Easily Integrate Digital Video Sources
Into Analog Systems
The Extron HDSDI-ACR 100 is a broadcast -quality 10 -bit High Definition Serial Digital Interface (HDSDI) to
analog video signal converter. This versatile signal converter bridges the gap between HDSDI and analog video
to simplify the integration of digital video sources into analog systems, or to analog devices. To display the
highest quality analog video signal possible, the HDSDI-ACR 100 outputs all wideband analog RGB formats. It
is rack -mountable and includes an international internal power supply for convenient integration.

The Extron HDSDI-ACR 100 provides these advantages:
Accepts SMPTE 292 HDSDI 1.485 Gbps standards for 720p, 1080i and 1080p
Accepts frame rates of 24, 30, 50 and 60 frames per second
Extron
HDSDI-ACR 100

Automatic input equalization and reclocking

Signal Converter

Broadcast -quality 10 -bit processing

Re -clocked & buffered loop -through
Vectorscope

Outputs analog component video or RGB
(Y, R -Y, B -Y, RGsB, RGBS, or RGBHV)
Analog
RGB/XGA
Monitor

Bi-level or tri-level sync available with
component video output
HDTV Tape Deck

www.extron.com/4/hdsdiacr100
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Extron Electronics
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www.extron.com
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Understanding
composite digital video

0

BY MICHAEL ROBIN

ver
many
years,
video equipment manufacturers have responded

0

manufacturers developed such prod-

ucts, identified as D2 (Sony and

producing a large number of applica-

sampled at a rate of four times the color
subcarrier frequency (4fsc). The number of bits per sample plays an impor-

tion -specific digital black boxes. These
products were developed to fulfill spe-

tant role
in deter-

Ampex) and D3 (Panasonic) digital
VTRs. Subsequently, a wide range of
compatible 4f, digital video studio -

cific production needs. They were
operating at incompatible sample

mining

rates, number of bits per sample and
quantizing range, and so they are often incompatible with each other. The
one thing they do have in common is
a link with their analog ancestry: analog composite I/O interconnect ports
that make them compatible with allanalog composite production studios.
The continuing trend towards an alldigital studio resulted in the need for
digital video equipment industry standards. What resulted was the development of two sets of composite digital
standards for studio equipment: the
4fsc NTSC standard and the 4fsc PAL
standard.

quality

to the trend toward digital video by

I-

These standards specify that the ana-

log composite video signal must be

Amplitude
Nominal
NTSC

bandpass

the signal

Possible

Sampling

11.bandpass

frequency

and the
economics of videotape re-

fsc
3.58 MHz

cording,
the
standards
allow a

2fsc
7.16 MHz
NYQUIST

3fsc
10.7 MHz

4fsc
14.3 MHz

5fsc

=16. Frequency

frequency

so

Figure 1. Spectrum of the 4fsc sampled NTSC

choice of eight or 10 bits per sample.
In North America, the initial interest
in 4fsc composite digital videotape re-

quality equipment appeared on the

corders (VTRs) was spurred by the
need to replace obsolescent analog

these VTRs cannot handle SECAM.

composite VTRs with digital VTRs that

and quantizing characteristics that

had analog I/O ports. A number of

govern these VTRs as specified in the
SMPTE 244M standard.

American market. In Europe, however,
interest in 4fsc VTRs was limited because

This article discusses the sampling

General specifications
The SMPTE 244M standard sets the
sampling frequency at four times the
subcarrier frequency, or 14.3181 MHz

Most TV stations say lip sync isn't a problem

Extremely

(14.3 MHz nominal). The sampling

clock is derived from the analog
Very

signal's color burst. Figure 1 shows the
sampling spectrum of the 4fsc NTSC.

Somewhat

The shaded area represents the suppressed subcarrier and its sidebands.

Not at all

In this example, the sidebands are limited to ±600 kHz. The sideband band-

width depends on the NTSC encoder
design. The SMPTE 170M standard
allows narrow -bandwidth (±600 kHz)

Not much
0

10

15

20

Percent
SOURCE: SCRI

www.scri.com
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30

35

and wide -bandwidth (±1.2 MHz)
chrominance sidebands.
There is a significant gap between 4.2

MHz, the maximum nominal NTSC
baseband frequency, and 7.16 MHz, the
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.44, Blue' Dynamic Routing Fabric means
maximum reliability, scalability and flexibility

Field expandable from 32x32 to 512x512
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Go ahead, relax! While you're catching some much needed R&R, you
can be sure that your Integrator router is on the job.

Based on Leitch's groundbreaking Blue' Dynamic Routing Fabric, every
large Integrator system provides you with:

Able to mix and match signal formats in the
same frame

Rock -solid Reliability -If one frame, card or internal

circuit fails, the system's distributed design
guarantees that critical sources will still get to their
destination. The revolutionary Blue' technology
makes this a truly sell -healing router network!

4/.. Supports HD, SDI, Analog Audio/Video,
AES/EBU, ASI, DS -3/E-3, RS -232/422

* All key active components are front -loading
and hot-swappable for easy maintenance

Super -sized Scalability - Integrator allows you to

* Protects your operation with redundant power

start small but think big. From 32x32 to 512x512,
your needs will never outgrow your system.

supplies, logic cards, serial & X/Y ports
-44..

Mind-blowing Flexibility - Multiple signal formats?

Distributed routing design safeguards against
loss of critical inputs

No worry! Integrator can handle them all within the
same frame.
But best of all, Integrator provides you with peace
of mind. So while Mike spends his weekends at
the office with his router, you can spend yours
getting reacquainted with life.
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tween the chromi-

they are present. Very

nance vector projections on the B-Y/R-Y
axis system and the
1/0 axis system.

Encoded

I rnodulato

output
Adder

ro.

few I/Q decoding
monitors or receivers
were built because the

circuit complications

modulato-

Nyquist frequency.

would not yield any

Unlike the ITU-R BT
601 component digital standard, SMPTE

visible picture im-

244M

does

provements. It is sur-

not

specify the character-

istics of the anti-

subcarrier

244M was developed

using

Sync

generator

obsolete

chrominance signals.

Burst key

aliasing and reconstruction filters. The
manufacturer has the
choice of developing

prising that SMPTE

3.58 MHz

As Figure 4 illustrates, the sampling

Composite SYNC

Figure 3. Simplified block diagram of
an NTSC I/O encoder

complex and costly
wideband, brick -wall,
ripple -free filters that yield an extended
baseband frequency response, or a moderate cost, 4.2 MHz, low-pass filter with
a gradual roll -off.

The sampling structure
The SMPTE 244M standard was developed with reference to the original
(1953) specifications, which used I/Q
encoding instead of the B-Y/R-Y encoding currently used. Figure 2 shows

signal. The two
chrominance components feed dedicated suppressed E'Q

carrier amplitude
modulators
in
phase quadrature.
An
additional
subcarrier phase

+180°

-97

Burst
locked
sinewaws

shift rotates the two
vectors with respect

that any chrominance vector can be

to the B -Y refer-

represented by I/Q or B-Y/R-Y vectors.

ence, as seen in Fig-

The original intent of the NTSC standard was to assign different baseband
bandwidths to the I signal (1.2 MHz)
and the Q signal (600 kHz), thus pro-

ure 2. A modern I/

viding a better resolution of the orange visual information. Figure 3
shows the block diagram of a typical
1953 encoder. The first block of the

bandwidth I/Q sig-

identical and there

encoder, the matrix, converts the

would be no need to
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A

Q encoder as per
SMPTE

170M

would use equal a
-123°

nals, so the low-pass

+33°

-a
+303°

+213°

filters would be
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Figure 4. 4f
log signal

sampling instants of NTSC composite ana-
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instants coincide with the peak positive and negative amplitudes of the I
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and Q subcarrier components. The up-
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per part of the drawing shows that
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714.3
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C8

800

320

these sampling instants provide an adequate representation of the B-Y/R-Y

information. Given a sampling frequency fs = 14.3181 MHz (nominally
14.32 MHz) and a horizontal scanning
frequency fH = 15,734.25 Hz, the number of samples per total line is equal to
fs/fl, = 910. The digital active line accommodates 768 samples. The remain-

c3

Digital sample values

53.57

7.5

70.5

46

282

11A

0

0

60

3C

240

OFO

numbers varying from 004 to 3FB, to
represent the video signal. The sync
tip is assigned the value 16 decimal or
010 hexadecimal. The highest signal

level, corresponding to yellow and
cyan, is assigned the value of 972 deci-

mal or 3CC hexadecimal. The stan-

4

04

16

010

01

4

004

2

003

-302.3 -42.3

its implications

not permitted in the digital stream.
This leaves 1016 digital levels, expressed in decimal numbers varying
from 4 to 1019, or in hexadecimal

-40

-300.7 -42.1

The quantizing range and

Digital levels 000, 001, 002, 003 and
3FC, 3FD, 3FE, 3FF are protected and

} Reserved range
Headroom

L_

-306.1

-42.8

0

00

0

000

Headroom

Lowest quantized level

Figure 5. Relationship between analog signal levels and digital sample values

where:

n (number of bits per sample) = 10

fs (sampling frequency) = 14.32
MHz
fMaX (maximum baseband frequency)
= 4.2 MHz
V, (quantizing range) = 1.3042 V
VW (white signal amplitude) - VB
(blanking level) = 0.7143 V
Given the above values, the calculated value of S/QRms for a 10 -bit system is 68.10 dB.
In an eight -bit system, 254 of the 256

levels (01 through FE) are used to express a quantized value. Levels 00 and
FF are protected and not permitted in
the data stream. The calculated theo-

dard allows a small amount of bottom

headroom (some call it footroom),
levels 4 to 16 decimal or 004 to 010

In retrospect

els 972 to 1019 decimal or 3CC to 3FB
hexadecimal. The total headroom is on

the order of one dB, and allows for
misadjusted or drifting analog input signal levels. This reduces the signal-

to-RMS quantizing -error ratio (S/
QRMS) by the same amount. The theoretical S/Qws of a 4fs, device with ana-

log I/O interfaces is given by the following formula:
S/QRms(dB) = 6.02n + 10.8 + 10 log.
(f's/2,max) - 20 logio[V,/(Vw-V8)]
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1=-17

Sync tip level

Reserved range

retical value of S/QRMs for an eight -bit
system is 56.06 dB.

hexadecimal, and top headroom, lev-

- Highest quantized level
100% chroma level

Blanking level
-285.7

mal numbers varying from 000 to 3FF.

HEX

Setup level -1

ing 142 samples comprise the digital
horizontal blanking interval.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between analog NTSC signal levels and
eight -bit and 10 -bit sample values of
a 100/7.5/100/7.5 color bars signal.
The 10 -bit approach provides 1024
digital levels (2'°), expressed in deci-

DEC

D2/D3 digital composite VTRs appeared on the market at a time when
Betacam SP composite analog VTRs
were in the process of capturing the
market. Betacam SP proved to be the
more popular format, especially for
newsgathering, because of the availability of a field unit featuring a piggyback camera, as well as complete
compact editing systems. To avoid
multiple NTSC decoding/encoding
picture -quality degradations, editing
suites used an S -Video connection

broadcastengineering.com

with separate luminance and chrominance paths. The performance figures
of the D2/D3 VTRs were superior, es-

pecially if parallel or serial digital
(143 Mbits/s) interfaces were used. To
this effect, several manufacturers of-

fered digital composite production
switchers with serial digital interfaces.
In most cases, the D2/D3 VTRs were

used as drop -ins in an NTSC analog
composite environment. The appearance of competitively priced compo-

nent digital video equipment has
tilted the market in favor of component digital video.
BE
Michael Robin, former engineer with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering
headquarters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada.
He is co-author of Digital Television
Fundamentals, published by McGraw-Hill.

Send questions and comments to:
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michael robin@primediabusiness.com
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The second edition
of Michael Robin's
book may be
ordered directly
from the publisher
by calling
800-262-4729.
It is also available
from several
booksellers.
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Gigabit
Ethernet primer
BY BRAD GILMER

In 1965, just four years after the

have worked hard to build on existing technologies to allow a smooth
transition to new technologies while

following features:
Allowing auto -negotiation be-

dicted that the number of transistors
per integrated circuit would double
every 18 months. In the years and decades since then, Moore's prediction

preserving as much of the infrastructure as possible. Given that, on aver-

1000Base-T
Continuing to use Ethernet Media Access Control (MAC) technology

structure is still in place five years af-

has, for the most part, held true.

Using the same clock rate as

ter installation. Reuse of this infrastructure is an important part of the

100Base-T (125 MHz)
Providing the same robustness as

first planar integrated circuit was

invented, Gordon Moore pre-J

Q

Memory capacity, disk -drive capacity

age, over 50 percent of UTP infra-

and processor speed have increased
rapidly, while the costs of these com-

Gigabit networking is available on a number of
different wire technologies
UTP is only one of

ponents have remained constant or

-

have fallen. This dramatic increase in
processing power has not only allowed
designers to create more capable computers, it has also allowed engineers

to create powerful networking technologies. And powerful, high-speed
networks are particularly well suited
for moving the large amounts of data
generated by digital video.
We're all familiar with unshielded
twisted -pair (UTP) Ethernet wiring.
This cabling has been used with 10
Mbit systems (10Base-T) for many

L

the options.
overall plan for all the "x"Base-T

100Base-T (with a bit -error rate of

technologies.
The 1000Base-T specification was
ratified by the IEEE Standards Committee in June of 1999 and is formally
known as 802.3abTf. It describes how

lx10 '°)
1000Base-T can fit an order of magnitude more data into the same "cable"

gigabit Ethernet (also known as
"Gig -E") is to be carried over four
balanced unshielded pairs of CAT 5

Designation

Type

Modal
bandwidth

Length

1000Base-CX
1000Base-LX

Balanced shielded copper
62.5 pm multimode
50 pm multimode
50 pm multimode

N/A

25 meters
2-550 meters
2-550 meters
2-550 meters
2-5000 meters
2-220 meters
2-275 meters
2-500 meters
2-550 meters
100 meters

1000Base-SX

1000Base-T

10 pm single -mode
62.5 pm multimode
62.5 pm multimode
50 pm multimode
50 pm multimode

500
400
500

N/A
160

200
400
500

Unshielded twisted pair

, N/A

Table 1. Comparison of gigabit networks

years. As of 1997, 85 percent of all
network connections were Ethernet,
representing over 118 million con-

nections. Given the tremendous
growth in networking over the last
five years, it is likely that UTP wiring is
now used for over 90 percent of all net-

work connections. Network engineers

32

tween 10Base-T, 100Base-T and

cable using V.90/56k encoding and
compression.
1000Base-T's success is due in part

by using four pairs, each running at 250
Mbits/s. This higher data rate is achieved
by leveraging the existing V.90/56k en-

coding algorithms (Phase Amplitude
Modulation 5 and Trellis coding) rather
than using 4B/5B encoding as is implemented in 100Base-T technology.

Gigabit networking is available on
a number of different wire technologies - UTP is only one of the options.

Gigabit networking is also imple-

mented on optical fiber, in both
single -mode and multimode, and
balanced shielded copper. 1000BaseLX is the designation for single -mode
fiber at lengths of up to five kilometers. 1000Base-SX describes gigabit
networking over multimode fiber up

to 550 meters. 1000Base-CX is the
designation for gigabit Ethernet over
balanced shielded copper at lengths
up to 25 meters. Table 1 compares the

to the large installed base of UTP
cable, and it works to preserve as
much of that installed base as pos-

various flavors of gigabit networks,
cables and characteristics.
Backward compatibility is accom-

sible. 802.3abTf expands upon ear-

plished through an elegant combination
of technologies, illustrated in Figure 1.

lier UTP technologies by offering the

broadcastengineering.com
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other gigabit media types. 1000Base-

0
0

MAC

T employs V.90/56k (Phase Amplitude

802.3 Media access control (MACI

Modulation 5 and Trellis) encoding,
while the other technologies use 8B/

c
GMII

Physical coding
sub -layer

4
I -

10B encoding.

Gigabit Media -Independent Interface (GMII)

1000Base-T

The Physical Medium Attachment
Sub -layer consists of the electrical interfaces, and the Physical Medium Dependent Sub -layer describes the physical attachment of the wire or fiber.

1000Base- x" encoding

encoding
V.90/56k

813/10B

Physical medium
attachment

PMA

PMA

Physical medium
dependent

1000Base-T
CAT 5e copper

1000Base-CS

balanced
copper

802.3 abTf

When transitioning from 10Base-T
or 100Base-T to gigabit Ethernet, the

1000Base-SX
multi -mode

1000Base-LX
single -mode

fiber

fiber

802.3z

Figure 1.The layers of a gigabit Ethernet network

These technologies are implementations of the Data Link Layer and the
Physical Link Layer in the OSI sevenlayer model.

At the top of Figure 1 is one of the
cornerstones of Ethernet networking,
the 802.3 Media Access Control (MAC)

layer. The MAC layer takes data from
an overlying application and packages
it into Ethernet frames. The MAC layer
is also responsible for network addressing and scheduling. Below this layer is
the Gigabit Media -Independent Interface (GMII). The GMII layer provides
a consistent interface to the MAC layer,

HDI

regardless of whether the packets will
be sent via fiber, UTP or coax.
The next layer is the Physical Coding
Sub -layer. 1000Base-T uses a different

Ethernet is to test it
encoding scheme for data on the wire

When testing for Gig -E compliance,

compared to all of the other gigabit
Ethernet technologies. For this reason, different physical coding sub -

the most important measures are re-

layers are introduced into the
1000Base-T stack and the stack for all

High Definition Integrated
DTV System
O SD, HD, Multiple Encoder Solutions

O Remote Control Inputs, Monitoring Options
O Front Panel & PC Control
O Preconfigured Systems and Optional Training
O SD Systems starting under 20K, HD under 60K

Call us at

1-800-332-7088.
www.hvs-inc.com
www.hvs-dtv.com
or email: dtv@hvs-inc.com

tland Video Systems
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test your existing wiring to see that it
meets the Gig -E specifications. If you
have CAT 5e wiring, you can be pretty
sure that the wire will meet the Gig -E
specification. If you have CAT 3 wiring, you can be pretty sure that your
wiring will not meet Gig -E specifications. If you have CAT 5 wiring, the
only way to know is to test it. Many
different cable testers are available.

The only way to know if it will work with gigabit

O Upconversion, Logo Insertion
O EAS & Closed Caption Compliance

End the jou

most important thing you can do is

broadcastengineering.com

turn loss, equal -level far -end crosstalk

(ELFEXT) and near -end crosstalk
(NEXT). Return loss is a measure of
how well the impedance of the cable
matches the impedance of the transceivers (for those of you who are ham radio operators, think SWR). ELFEXT
is a measure of unwanted signal from
a near -end transmit pair that crosstalks
into a neighboring pair at the far end,
relative to receive signal at the far end.
NEXT is a measure of unwanted signal

from a near -end transmit pair that
crosstalks into a neighboring pair as
measured at the near end.
When migrating from lower -speed
technologies to Gig -E, we really have

to thank the designers of all the
"X"Base-T Ethernet specifications.
The advent of auto -sensing adapters,
switches and other hardware has made
it possible to migrate from one technology to another relatively painlessly.
It makes sense to deploy Gig -E where
it is needed. The most likely places for

FEBRUARY 2002
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switch to ensure that this high -bandwidth client has the maximum bandwidth available at all times. For other
desktop clients who will be viewing

O
O
co
Graphics client

video at a lower resolution, you can use

Desktop client

2

lower -cost 100 Mbit links. Note that
this bandwidth is shared among all of
the desktop clients through a very low-

Gigabit
Ethernet

100 Mbit full duplex

103 Mbit

4

Hub

Desktop client

cost hub. If at some point you need

0

4

Switch

more capacity at the desktop, you can
change the hub to a switch and increase
the link speed between the large switch
and the hub to Gig -E. Ultimately, you
can change the entire network to Gig -

Gigabit
Ethernet

High-pertorr ance
file servsr

E, but by that time, you will probably
want to upgrade the large switch and
the file server to 10Gig-E (but that's
another story).
BE

Desktop client

Figure 2. This digital -video network uses a dual Gig -E link between the
switch and a high-performance file server, and a single Gig -E link between

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and technical moderator of the
Video Services Forum.

the switch and the graphics workstation.

Gig -E are areas that require very highswitch and a high-performance file
network speed. For example, Figure 2server. Also, a single Gig -E link runs
shows a dual Gig -E link between the from the graphics workstation to the
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Surround
audio
nixing for broadcast:

A pri-mer
BY DAVE HANSEN

hether your facility is

getting ready for

audience, it transforms the theater
experience. It was the film industry
that first adopted the now ubiquitous discrete 5.1 Dolby or Digital
Theatre Systems. And thanks to the

-

digital broadcasting,
high -definition TV or you are look-

O

ing forward to a future where surround audio is a day-to-day part of popularity of the DVD format for conbroadcasting, consider your next sumer entertainment distribution,

1:1

-

console's capabilities. Someday that
live concert, football game or movie
of the week will be broadcast with a
sound that envelops your audience.
Considering the technical challenges
of combining multichannel production techniques with traditional live
broadcast mixing will enable your facility to smoothly integrate the programming of the future.
The film industry has long understood that when sound envelops the

their entertainment systems.

Now that the DTV and HDTV
specs include provision for 5.1 sur-

round, it is only a matter of time
before surround sound becomes a

commonplace enhancement to
broadcasts. Every facility that is

It is only a matter of time before surround sound
becomes a commonplace enhancement
to broadcasts.
home audiences are starting to realize the benefits of a six -channel 5.1
system based around their TV set to

planning an audio upgrade should

more fully realize the potential of

consoles is an awkward proposition
at best. A surround -capable console
and installation can make the transition from stereo to 5.1 simple.
A"5.1" speaker system generally

consider incorporating surround
capabilities. Retrofitting existing

consists of a left channel, center
channel, right channel, left surround

and right surround (usually placed
behind the viewer) and the ".1" sub woofer for low -frequency reproduction. This setup duplicates what one

finds in a movie theater. For the
home market, Dolby Digital and
DTS are currently the most prevalent multichannel formats.
When mixing sound for a 5.1 production, an audio console requires
a higher degree of technology than
audio consoles of the 1980s, espe-

cially in the area of bussing and
monitoring. The good news is that
most console manufacturers are now

aware of multichannel mixing
JimToten,Tribune's director of engineering and technology, is pictured with the
Euphonix System 5. Broadcast facilities such asTribune in Los Angeles are revamping their systems for all -digital broadcast and live -to -tape and are considering surround sound with an eye to the consumer market.
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through supplying consoles to the
film and post industries, so most features are readily available.
A broadcast console must provide
FEBRUARY 2002

you can!

flexibility for monitoring, fold -

down and signal routing while
maintaining the critical outputs for
any configuration from mono and

stereo to 5.1 surround. For maximum flexibility, one should bear in
mind that a digital console will more

a

easily integrate with your digital
video equipment.

Accordingly, the first step in

allows the mix engineer to check the
quality of the mix in all the formats
that the consumer will possibly hear

without destroying the integrity of
the program output.
Video will undoubtedly continue
to have mono or stereo printed right
onto the tape. Currently, if a produc-

tion needs an accompanying surround, it is usually supplied on a

Further innovations to HD audio are aimed at
enhancing the entertainment experience
for home viewers.
achieving multichannel audio support is a flexible console bus struc-

separate DA -88 format audiotape
from a Sony or Tascam recorder.

ture. Many consoles provide an

Supplying program material on two
elements like this is not optimal for
many television networks, at least for
the moment, as they introduce additional administrative and techni-

eight -channel program/mix bus and

an eight -channel monitor bus, so

Flashlink'

Optical Transport of:

you can output eight channels from
the console and simultaneously listen to them. The eight channels easily allow 5.1 mixing (the extra pair

gram data to be stored on a pair of

mixes). The next part of a monitoring system is a monitor insert, pref-

channels on a single videotape. This

erably eight channels as well, to

doesn't require significant invest-

match the monitor bus. The monitor insert should be a switchable insert that lies in the signal chain before the monitor ports and the cut

ment in new hardware.
Many new audio consoles employ
a joystick controller for panning audio between all five speakers. Some
consoles have a "divergence" setting
for the joystick panning, which allows the signal to spread at varying
amounts between other speakers as
the audio is panned.
Further innovations to HD audio
are on the horizon, aimed at significantly enhancing the entertainment
experience for home viewers. The
cable companies should be poised to
provide the appropriate distribution

switches. This is used, for example, to

listen to the decoded Dolby signal

RS 422 and more.

while you are mixing and feeding the
stereo signal to the Dolby encoder.

WDM/DWDM (2-40 channels)
Global IP Management SNMP

Hot Swap
GPI Interface
Low Power Consumptior

US West: 866-873-7494
US East: 866-928-4433

Bass management capabilities are
useful for easily controlling what gets
sent to the sub -woofer or LFE (low frequency effects).
Another capability required to sup-

port surround mixing is a monitor
matrix with a multichannel path into
the monitors. This is used to set up

simplifies these procedures and

for this technology. Soon, consumers

multiple paths for the audio mix, will find home systems that are as afone to the live broadcast or tape, fordable and highly integrated as the
which may be stereo, and one to a professional equipment is today. BE

sales@network-electronics.com

monitor section so you can listen to
that signal.
Monitors should also easily "fold -

www.network-electrorics.com

down" the mix and listen to it in different speaker configurations. Fold -down

40

format is designed to allow 5.1 pro-

are useful for companion stereo

HD, SDI, AES, DVB-ASI,

40 Channels aver one (1)
fiber 100 Miles

cal procedures. The new Dolby E

broacicastengineering.com

Dave Hansen is the vice president of
product marketing at Euphonix.
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The right partner makes all the difference.
Panasonic: The Olympic Games' Broadcast Technology Partner.
Gold medal -winning performances require the right partner.
As the supplier of leading -edge digital video equipment to host
broadcasters for the past four Olympic Games, Panasonic has
proven itself a reliable and trusted technology partner. From the
skin -drenching humidity of Atlanta to the bone -chilling cold of

To acquire your piece of Olympic Winter Games history -the
actual equipment used in the production of these Games -visit
us at www.panasonic.com/olympicseries. And to learn more
about the DVCPRO family's superb technical and operational
benefits, visit www.panasonic.com/broadcast.

Nagano, Panasonic DVCPRO systems have flawlessly captured
the spellbinding imagery of Olympic sport and pageantry.

Panasonic

At the heart of the Salt Lake Games is Panasonic's 50Mbps
DVCPRO50 format, the official recording format. With its full
bandwidth, 4:2:2 sampled, studio -quality video and multi -channel,
uncompressed audio facilities, DVCPRO50 will preserve the breath-

17111:112161,1/
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taking performances of this year's
Games for future generations to enjoy.

SALT LAKE 2002

q95D

Official Partner of the
XIX Olympic Winter Games

To allow for a lower grid height, KPOM installed fluorescent -based ahting and painted everything in the ceiling area black. Photos by David Huff
of Bob's Studio of Photography.
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BY EVIE HUTCHINSON

Small -market television stations

face their own brand of eco

AR was based on research conducted
by KPOM officials to determine the

dollars total on the building. Leasing

nomic challenges today. Conservative estimates show that stations'

desire for a local news product in
northwestern Arkansas. The response

total capital budget often is only

money while bringing business and
visitors to downtown and integrating

was overwhelming. Tremendous

KPOM into the historical center of

$250,000 per year for all acquisitions,
and the cost to convert to digital can

growth in the marketplace prompted
officials as well. This decision came
after the station had taken an eight-

Fayetteville. Although there is history
associated with the building, the only
historical reconstruction occurred on
the outside, meaning KPOM was free
to conduct an interior finish -out.

run as high as $5 million. However,
some have not been deterred. KPOMKFAA, a small -market NBC affiliate in

Arkansas, recently undertook the mission of expanding their market, building a new local news product from the

ground up and converting to digital
all at once. The owner, John W. Griffin, made a conscious decision to make

a large initial investment to start the
expansion on the right foot.
The decision to expand from their
old location, Ft. Smith, to Fayetteville,

42

year hiatus from producing local news,
due to economic reasons.
After scouting somewhere around 30

potential locations in and around

this existing space saved both time and

Once they decided on the site, KPOM
enlisted the help of Rees Associates, a

Fayetteville, station officials chose the
Campbell -Bell building, a prominent
century -old former department store
that had already been part of a major
downtown revitalization effort. Reno-

Dallas -based facilities design and planning firm, to fit their ideas for their new

vations to the building had already
begun by developers and owners, who

Associates, owner representative Marvin
Shirley, and a local contractor. Fred Beck

planned to spend around two million

of Beck Associates provided system

broadcastengineering.com

station to the existing space. The design team consisted of Ralph Blackman,

Rob Genter and Song Chia of Rees
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TAKE THE MAXELL

CHALLENGE
SEE WHY NO RECORDABLE MEDIA
OUTPERFORMS MAXELL

BILL THOMPSON

Crawford Communications, Inc

STEVE WILD

Grace & Wild, Inc.

MARK SMIRNDFF
Modern VideoFilm

RANDALL PARIS DARK
HD Vision

Join industry leaders such as Bill Thompson of Crawford Communications, Inc.,
Mark Smirnoff of Modern Videofilm, Steve Wild of Grace & Wild, Inc., and Randall Dark of HD Vision.
Find out for yourself what they already know - that no other recordable media outperforms Maxell.

When it comes to outstanding quality, reliability and customer service, Maxell is at the forefront of
the industry. No other tape has a better signal-to-noise ratio, better picture clarity & longer life.
We guarantee it.

rnaxell
PROFESSIONAL

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit our website at maxellpromedia.com.
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integration. In terms
of the time frame,

gramming, design and con-

struction documents all took

entire space. The team routed all drain

lines out of the studio space and installed a sound -isolated ceiling over
half of the area. Otherwise, ambient
newsroom noise is a welcome element.

among other things.
Both station officials and Rees designers liked the idea of the control

Once the simple design problems

room being visible to the public.

between six and eight weeks to prepare, and the actual construction took
about three months. KPOM personnel

were taken care of,

moved into the building in the last

the focus turned

week of June 2000 with construction
still going on - leaving about a month
until their first live broadcast on Aug.

to what would be

3, 2000.

ket station, Rees

There were several considerations
designers took into account. Among
them were cost reduction and saving

wanted to give the
KPOM news set a
large -market feel,
while still appear-

time while outfitting KPOM for news

offices, engineering maintenance,
ENG storage and the newsroom,

seen on camera.
For a small -mar-

production and digital conversion,
though most of the design concerns

ing informal and

related in some way to the age of the

sociates created

building. Low ceilings were a potential
problem; the building was only 14 feet
from floor to floor. Fluorescent -based

the designs for the
set, and station officials brought in a

lighting by Barbizon helped in their

local

mechanical -electrical modes and also
allowed for a lower grid height. Also,

maker to build

friendly. Rees As-

cabinet-

them. Simplicity

an optical illusion was created by painting everything black in the ceiling area.
The floor was another structural chal-

dominates the de-

lenge. The original wood floor existed

available architec-

on top of a crawl space and was uneven,
so it was completely covered with a leveling compound. Tile flooring was then
placed on top of that to achieve the necessary levelness for the studio cameras.
Also, no accurate documentation on the

tural elements for market, building a new local news product from the
use as part of the ground up and converting to digital all at once.
working set, such as original capitals Therefore, both the studio and the
on cast-iron columns in the building. control room are at the front of the

length of the space was retained for

column -free area of space. Through

building exists, obviously leading to

use as a backdrop for the anchors, enhanced by red and amber gels. The interior is saturated in bright colors like

the storefront -like windows in the

reds, purples and yellows, giving

doing, or look into another area and

some surprises during demolition.
There was one column in particular in
the middle of the anchors' desk, which

sign - they
merely exposed

KPOM-KFAA, a small -market NBC affiliate in Arkansas, recently undertook the mission of expanding their

A long exposed brick wall running the

building, which fortunately is the most

front, passersby can look into the control room and see what the director is

see the anchors sitting at the desk during broadcasts.
Beck Associates worked closely with
Rees to ensure a successful, working

KPOM-KFAA undertook the mission of expanding
their market, building a new local news product
combination of architecture and
from the ground up and converting to equipment. A wide variety of equipdigital all at once. ment manufacturers were used, with
reliability,

was in the way but could not be moved.
The decision was made to paint it black,

helping it blend into the background,
while at the same time leaving the possibility of mounting a monitor on it later.

In terms of acoustical considerations, there were significant concerns
about possible noise coming from the
occupied town houses above KPOM's

44

KPOM a distinctive look.

The relatively small studio (900
square feet) has been fully maximized. Up to six different shots are
possible within the studio using camera angles, lighting and different back-

drops. The remainder of KPOM's
facility contains four edit bays, control room, satellite feed/record area,

broadcastengineering.com

ease of use, and
upgradeability in mind. Every effort
was made to choose manufacturers
who periodically upgrade their systems. Almost all the equipment operating systems are software -based, most

relying on Windows NT. A Jupiter
control system supported by a fairly
basic Philips/Thomson router allows
analog video to be integrated into
FEBRUARY 2002

WERE GOING TO COLOR
YOUR OPINION
OF VIDEO CAMERAS,

A six axis color matrix
allows accurate
adjustment
of hue and
saturation.

IK-TU51 offers the highest
signal-to-noise ratio
(64 dB) and 800 TVL
of resolution.

I

The IK-TU51 has an
ice cube -size camera
' head and features the new
HAD CCDs for increased
low -light sensitivity.

U

Our new IK-TU51 will really open your eyes to everything a 3 chip CCD color camera can be. This

remote head camera delivers 800 TVL of unmatched brilliarce and clarity.

The IK-TU51. Versatile. Easy -to -use. Real time, picture pe-fect color. Made for the most
demanding, space sensitive applications, our 3 CCD technology provides the most accurate
instantaneous color imaging available.

For more information

on

this and all our video imaging

products, call us at

949-461-4986 or visit www.cameras.toshiba.com today.

In Touch with Tomorrow
With us superior color

is a black and white :ssue.

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.

www.cameras.toshioa.com

Imaging Systems Division
Imaging Videc Products
9740 Irvine Blvd., CA 92618-1697
949-461-4986
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digital video and also

frame sync conversion.

transports it to various

For newscasts, a Ross Synergy 3 digi-

places in the newsroom, operational area and news control

tal production switcher includes 32
inputs, a dual -key border generator

room. Taping is all digital - a
Panasonic DVCPRO camcorder

and VTR remote controls. Other control room features consist of Pinnacle
graphics and Telex/RTS intercom. A

14,

package is used in conjunction with
DVCPRO VTRs for news playback.
User-friendly Leitch SD monitoring
DAs are used for analog -to -digital

Nucomm microwave system came
recommended by engineering consultants. Satellite dishes were engineered by Superior Satellites. One satellite is dedicated to CNN and AP, and

Equipment
list

the facility. Extra cable was laid every-

where to make future additions or
changes easier.
Expanding to a new locale and build-

Channel and NBC's video on demand.

ing a brand-new news product from
the ground up can be daunting tasks
for small -market television stations,

There is also a steerable analog dish
for in-house use. And though the focal newsroom is in Fayetteville, the

especially while also purchasing a full
studio of new digital equipment. With
innovative design and creative use of

another is dedicated to NBC News

Hitachi Denshi Z3000W studio
cameras
Fujinon A15x8BEV lens
Vinten Osprey pedestals
QTV prompters
Telex/RTS intercom system
Telos Link telephone interface
Gentner Autocoupler
Wengler Qtel IFB field telephone
Sennheiser MD421 microphone
Shure U124D/58 wireless microphone system
Telex/RTS TT44 IFB base

The SP -8 Wheatstone audio console
is also used.
Also from Beck Associates came a
roll -around cart for a video monitor,
speaker and clock, and they made a
custom raised floor under which wiring is consolidated near the front of

transmitter
ESE clocks
Panasonic AW-E600 camera
Philips serial 601 video and two -

channel analog audio
Philips BVS1616 analog video
router
Philips Jupiter control system
Leitch VSM6804 SD monitoring
DAs

ADC patch panels
Tektronix SPG-422 sync generator
Tektronix vectorscope
Tektronix audio monitor
Tektronix WFM601A waveform
monitor
Ikegami color/black and white
monitor
Panasonic AJ-D850 DVCPRO edit

KPOM created a distinctive look by retaining a long exposed brick wall enhanced
by red and amber gels as a backdrop for the anchors. Bright reds, purples and
yellows saturate the interior.

VTRs

Panasonic AJ-D450 DVCPRO
VTRs

Leitch DFS3005A frame syncs
with audio delay
Ross Video Synergy 3 digital

production switcher
Pinnacle FXDeko

station is actually licensed in Ft. Smith

space by Rees Associates, KPOM has

and Rogers since the two cities are
closest to the station's transmitting
towers. The KPOM tower near Ft..

managed to do these things on time.
They have also captured the look and
feel of a station of a much larger market, putting them a step ahead of the

Smith feeds the broadcast to the KFAA

transmitter near Rogers.
Price and performance steered sta-

tion officials to choose the Hitachi
Denshi Z3000W TXD1 studio package.
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competition already.

BE

Evie Hutchinson is a staff writer for BaIlas
& Partners.
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WORLD CLASS PRODUCT,
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Scott Jonas
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KNSD, San Diego
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KXAS, Dallas
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KVEA moved some of its operations, including the
news assignment desk, to building A as part of a re-

modeling project to support the expansion of its
news covera
ThIemundo.,

to 17 hours per week. Photo courtesy

I

KMEX

updated news operations
BY RICHARD LAHTI

EA -TV, Channel 52, is part of
the Telemundo Television Net-

work and has been on the air

-

in Los Angeles since 1985. Los Angeles is a fiercely competitive market
the largest Spanish-speaking television

unwieldy to operate and maintain. It
became necessary to consider a rebuild
of the entire facility in order to main-

tain an appealing look and feel for
KVEA-TV's programming. The expansion of its news presence was within the

market in the United States. KVEATV competes with a dozen or more

eration without any long-term planning. The station utilized a mix of old
broadcast and consumer equipment to
bring pmgramming to air. Add-on fixes
and operational patches had become

48

TV. KVEA-TV remained on the air
throughout the entire rebuild.
Nearly every area of the station had

to be addressed: master control,

Nearly every area of the station had to be
addressed: master control, production,

stations, including all of the major
network O&Os and some independents, as well as other Hispanic stations. To improve its position in the
market, KVEA decided to go from two
half-hour daily newscasts per week to
17 hours of news coverage per week.
KVEA-TV was a small UHF station
that had evolved over its 17 years of op-

that not only houses KVEA-TV, but its
newly acquired sister station, KWHY-

editing and ENG.
station's technical abilities, and KVEA-

TV was on the air with the expanded
news format by Jan. 15.

Design considerations
In a little over a year, KVEA-TV has
gone from an NTSC facility that was last

updated about 10 to 12 years ago, to a
modern state-of-the-art digital facility

broadcastengineering.com

production, editing and ENG. There
was virtually no documentation and
minimal spare equipment. There was no
redundancy in the critical path to air, so

any failure put the station in danger of
going off the air. The STL up to Mt. Wilson was a 15 -year -old system that wasn't

up to the standard of performance
needed for digital.
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KVEA-TV's physi-

problems, for all practical purposes,
the station didn't have backup power.

cal plant consisted of
two buildings, each about
15,000 square feet. Administration, news, traffic, engineering and production were housed in
building A. Sales and an additional
stage were in building B. Since building B wasn't fully utilized, KVEA-TV

To eliminate this trap, KVEA-TV
chose a Caterpillar 500 kWH generator with the Cat UPS package, which

uses flywheel technology and is capable of sustaining 300 kWH for 60
seconds after a power interruption.

have machine control so the air log
was transferred to a pair of Leitch
servers for commercial playback.
They replaced the master control
switcher with a Grass Valley Group

MC2100 SDI switcher that has
squeezeback. The BTS router was replaced with a GVG 7500 SDI series

decided to move the administration
and traffic departments there. The
news department was moved into a
temporary area while about 40 percent of building A was remodeled.
Upon completion it became the as-

signment desk area, tape library,
news executive offices and an 80 -seat

newsroom.
Another 40 percent of building A
was remodeled to accommodate of-

fice space, a maintenance shop, a
new equipment room, master control and an "edit bullpen" housing
Grass Valley Group's Vibrint editors
and GVG Profile XP ingest, edit and

playback servers. The remaining
portion of the building, including
the old master control, equipment
room and stage, remained in service

until the new master control was
completed.
KVEA-TV started to build the new
equipment room and master control
room in April, using the old control
room until the end of July, and went
online at the end of August. KVEATV then moved all production, including the news and sports set and

the robotic cameras, to the unused
stage in building B to allow the old
master control, equipment room and
stage area to be remodeled.

KVEA-TV/KWHY-TV master control with KWHY-TV monitors, switcher and
other equipment on the left, and KVEA-TV, a mirror image on the right.
Photo courtesy Teklogic.

As the remodeling project pro- wideband router (128x128). It was
populated 96x64 and will be ex-

gressed, the technical facilities, such as

master control, the tape room, equip-

with emergency power.
The transmitter didn't have backup
power either, so the station purchased

panded to its full 128x128 in 2002.
A Clear-Com system was purchased
and installed to improve production
communications.
KVEA-TV's tape format was a mix
of Beta SP and SX. News stories were
put together in one of five cuts -only

a used 300 kWH Detroit generator

cubicles with control panel editing.

ment room, edit stations, computer
room and networks, assignment desk,

and phone system, were backed up

There was no redundancy in the critical path to air,
so any failure put the station in danger of going off
the air.

One Sony ES7 nonlinear system was
added to handle news specials.
In addition to expanding news coverage, it was decided to improve the

on -air look with linear keys and
other effects. As an interim measure,
KVEA-TV rented a GVG 250 to work

A 30 kW emergency generator covered only the critical path to air, so if

and installed it at the transmitter

with the station's old workhorse

site.

the station lost commercial power,

To accommodate the planned digital infrastructure, the BTS router and
master control switcher had to be replaced. The master control operation
used older JPEG Profiles and didn't

GVG 1600 switcher, which was fed
by a Spencer still store and a Chyron
Winfinite CG.
Two Shook ENG microwave vans

only master control and the tape room
were still up and running. The rest of
the facility went dark until power was

restored. With California's energy

50
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were in use with one ENG microwave
receive point located on Mt. Wilson at
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the transmitter site
and a TSL to get the signal back to the studio.
KVEA-TV added three complete ENG field packages to enable
better news gathering in the field, induding a Sony SX camera and lens, RF
microphones, Sony SX laptop editors, a
light kit, and the nerecsary batteries and
tripods.
The station also added ENG receive
sites on Santiago Peak to the south and
Oat Mountain to the northwest.
To increase its field capabilities, the sta-

tion ordered two additional Ford Explorers for ENG, supplemented its existing Ford Explorers with portable 2
GHz microwave transmitters and purchased an ENG Corp. news gathering
van with 2 GHz and 6 GHz microwave
systems. KVEA-TV is licensed on 6 GHz,

and shares a 2 GHz channel with another Los Angeles television station,
KCOP-TV. The additions gave them a
total of nine ENG field units, three with
microwave and laptop editing.

750, all with Vmten 2000 robotic pedestals. They were in operation by Janu-

Teklogic Systems designed, documented and installed the KWHY-TV

ary 2001. The station also added a Leitch

gear for master control and the news edit

Logomation, GPS receiver time of day

systems - Vibrint nonlinear edit with

In addition to expanding news coverage, it was
decided to improve the on -air look with
linear keys and other effects.
and time code distribution system.
As things were well underway with
the upgrades at KVEA-TV, Telemundo

announced in March 2001 the purchase of Los Angeles station KWHYTV, Channel 22. Both operations had

to be consolidated in the KVEA-TV
plant in Glendale, CA, in time for the
beginning of the fall schedule.
Teklogic Systems, a local integrator,
was hired to help the station move forward with the plant upgrade and co -location issues in a timely fashion while
addressing the day-to-day needs of the

station. Preliminary work began, and
the stations were on

their way toward a
dual operation.

A quick inventory of KWHYTV's equipment in
Hollywood deter-

mined that they
would bring over
their M Cast automation system,

their Pinnacle
server
and

Profile XP video servers for acquisition
and play to air.

KWHY-TV also moved its news set
to stage B, where both news broadcasts

are done with robotic cameras
through the temporary production
truck. This will go on until the new
control room and stage in building A
are finished.
II
Richard Lahti is director of engineering for
KVEA-7V/KWHYTV, Los Angeles.
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Teklogic
John Joannou, project management and systems design
Debra Vos-Reyna, operations

director
Nicole Tafralian, project
documentation manager and
systems design
Esteban Ortega, systems design
Paul Dietrich, implementation
manager
KVEA

Brian Edwards, project engineer

NVision router, the

DTV system fed
from the Pinnacle

server and four
Transmission operations center (TOC). Microwave,
STL,TSL, Satellite Fiber and ENG all pass through this
center. Photo courtesyTelemundo.

Audio mixers and waveform moni-

tors were added to the existing edit
rooms in the studio.
Two Collage graphic workstations
from Pixel Power were installed to en-

hance production graphics.
To get the studio news operation up
and running, four Sony studio cameras
were purchased - three 950s and one

52

Vibrint nonlinear
editors. The team
decided to co -lo-

cate the two master
controls in the same room, as mirror
images of each other. This necessi-

tated the purchase of an additional
GVG MC2100 switcher with
squeezeback. The two stations also
now share a common ingest worksta-

tion where commercials are transferred to both the Leitch and Pinnacle video servers.

broadcastengirteering.com

GVG MC2100 SDI switcher
GVG 7500 SDI series wideband
router (128x128)
Caterpillar 500 kWH generator
Cat UPS package
Sony ES7 nonlinear editor
Pixel Power Collage
Sony 950 and 750 studio
cameras
Vinten 2000 robotic pedestals
Leitch Logomation
GVG Profile XP video servers

Vibrint nonlinear editors
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It's the key reason
our transmission servers have grown up
strong and powerful.
In 1994, we pioneered the shared -storage server
architecture that broadcasters are rapidly
adopting as today's standard. And while our
competitors are still figuring out how to best
implement it, we've been refining its integration
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Your transmission server must be absolutely reliable and
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Talk to Leitch. The people who invented the shared -storage broadcast server.
www.leitch.com
Canada +1 (416) 445 9640 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673, +1 (757) 548 2300 USA West +1 (888/818) 843 7004 Europe +44 (0) 1344 446000 France +33 (1) 4287 0909
Hong Kong +852 2776 0628 Australia +61 (2) 9547 0088 Japan +81 (3) 5423 3631 Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045
02002 Leitch Technology Corporation.

1-800-231-9673
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So,
you
need
to
pick a new tower . .
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BY DON MARKLEY

C.7

any broadcasters go
through their entire
careers without hav-

I-

c
Q

can be made without endangering the
tower. One problem in this case is de-

termining the standard that must be

permit is required for the changes proposed, local regulations may require that
any changes comply with the latest ver-

ing the joy of building a new tower. For
many others, this particular activity only

used in evaluating the structure.

The current standard for towers is

sion of the standard. In a like manner,
the station's insurance carrier may pro-

occurs on a few occasions and doesn't
allow for the build up of enough bad

ANSI/EIA/TIA 222E A new standard,
222G, is in the works and may be issued by the end of 2002 to become effective in early 2003. For new towers,

hibit any modifications that do not bring
the tower into compliance with the applicable standard. Upgrading the tower
to comply with the latest version of the

experiences to help make the best
choices. Even if a new tower isn't neces-

sary, the need to modify an existing
O
(1)

2

>cs)

structure can add problems to one's job
that are not true joys.
For this column, the problems of zon-

The issue that often comes up is whether a new
structure is really needed or if the existing tower
can be modified in a reasonable manner.

ing, FAA dearances, building permit, etc.

will be ignored. This time the emphasis

will be simply on the structure itself.
That alone can create enough worries
to last until next month.
First, the issue that often comes up is
whether a new structure is really needed
or if the existing tower can be modified

in a reasonable manner. If changes are
to be made to the tower loading, as when

adding more antennas and lines, it is
usually necessary to have a structural
engineer or the tower manufacturer

slightly, it is not always necessary to bring

it up to 222F standards. This will be
dependant upon local requirements
and the insurance carrier. If a building

analyze the tower to see if the additions

:

;A:

A

DTV I

the applicable standard is always that
which is in effect at the time of the design. That is the standard that represents the latest thinking in the design
of a reliable structure.
If the existing structure was designed
to 222C and it is desired to change it

11

11

1.1

ks better

About two-thirds of viewers associate DTV with a better picture.
Don't know

standard is often prohibitively expensive

to the point that it may be more economical to simply replace the old tower
with a new one.
On the other hand, if the old tower is
in good condition, maintaining compliance with the standard that was in effect at the time of its construction may
be a viable option. After all, there are a
lot of towers standing that were designed

to older versions of the standard that
have a lot of usable life remaining. This
is a decision that needs to be made with
the help of the structural engineers doing the study.
If the decision is made to replace the
tower, the first step is to fully determine
the anticipated loads. That is, just how

many antennas and lines are to be installed and the loads presented by each
load. Don't make the mistake of only
considering the loads to be installed at

Computer

Interactivity

the present time. Towers offer valuable

Movie

vertical real estate for rental income.
Even if no additional broadcast antennas are anticipated, there is usually a
market for communications systems

Audio

Picture
0
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SOURCE: StrategyOne/NAB
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with multiple small antennas and lines.
It is highly advisable to plan on loading up the tower with such systems. It

doesn't cost much for the additional
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The Golden Rule of Mission Critical Automation:

Really Close
will never be

Real Time
When your revenue stream depends on split second
accuracy you can't afford to wait for anything-even
a computer.
Some off -the -shelf operating systems decide for

reliable deterministic real time operating systemsnot a general purpose OS. That means your playout
commands are always the highest priority, making
sure you never miss a deadline.

Our proven automation systems offer a higher

themselves which commands to process in which
order. That's not always a good idea when you need

level of performance and stability, virtually eliminat-

to execute an on -air playout event right now.

ing miscues, make -goods, down time, and operator

At Thomson, we've been building high performance automation systems for over 20 years, using

errors. Making your operation more profitable.

Thomson Automation. Real time. All the time.

The MC -3000 can control mon- than 24
on -air channels with over 600 play lists
each and 9,000 events per list. Every event
happening exactly when its supposed to.

1110MSON MEN
Thomson munimerr,,i Broadcast & Network Solutions 2255 N. Ontario Street, Suite 150, Burbank, CA 91504
Tel: 1-800-962-4287 www.thomsonbroadcast.com e-mail: broadcast-info@thmulti.com
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steel and even less for additional construction costs if they are included at
the time of the initial fabrication and

installation. On the other hand, the
costs can be great to modify the tower
later by adding loads.
After the initial loading is determined,

contact the desired bidders for the
project. They will need to be provided
with those loads and the guy radius for

life expectancy if done properly. If hol-

low tubing is used, demand that it be
galvanized inside and out. The galvanizing should be done before the ends
of the tubing are sealed by plates or
flanges. In addition, long runs of hollow tubing should be provided with

Before accepting the tower for installa-

tion, require that a complete set of the

ice can be a problem, an allowance

design calculations showing compliance
with the applicable standard be furnished
and stamped by the registered structural

problem. Again, the amount of ice load-

ing to be requested should be determined with the aid of either your consulting engineer or a structural engineer.
Simply identify what you want the tower

less from all claims associated with the
construction in any way. It is usually a
good idea to have the station listed as

drain holes to avoid the buildup of co-insured on the builder's insurance
water inside the tubing.
policy. In addition, require that the

the tower. If the tower is in an area where

should be made to accommodate that

rate, are totally responsible for all liability associated with the erection.
The station should be shown on the
builders insurance to be held harm-

engineer responsible for the design. If
there still is any feeling of uneasiness

to hold and the structural engineers at
the manufacturer will determine how
best to hold those loads.
There is a long-standing argument as

about the design, have those calculations
checked by an independent engineering
firm so that there won't be any questions
about the design in the case of a failure.
In addition, those calculations can then
be furnished to your insurance carrier.

to whether solid steel legs are preferred

The contract with the tower installer

over hollow structural tubing. Either
will provide a good tower with a long

should clearly show that the tower
manufacturer and/or installer, if sepa-

builder waive all rights of subrogation.
This is also not a bad time to have the
station's attorneys involved.
The intent here has been to bring up
a few points that should be considered
when dealing with even the best manufacturers. If it is decided to avoid those

companies and have your tower built
by the guy out at the edge of town who
built a windmill once, you are on your
own.

BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

don markley@primediabusiness.com

when one shot is all you've got ...trust fiber
ANY DISTANCE. EVERY SIGNAL. ALL THE TIME.

The new CopperHead'" Fiber Optic Camera Link sends
and receives all camera signals over a single, rugged,
lightweight fiber optic cable. Just snap the transceiver
between your camera and battery, and you've got
everything you need for a live remote:
FROM CAMERA TO BASE

FROM BASE TO CAMERA

Program Video
Two Audio Channels

Return Video
Return Audio (IFB)

BI-DIRECTIONAL

Black Burst/
Auxiliary Video

Intercom
Remote Camera Control

Tally/Call
Auxiliary RS -232 Data
Be assured of crystal-clear signals at any distance,
without hum or interference. Get on the air quickly
and reliably. On time, every time.
CopperHeadr" mounts to.

ANTON/BAUER'

Teimast

PAGn"

'V' MOUNT

COTelecast
Fiber Systems, Inc.

(508) 754-4858
sales@telecast-fibetcom
www.telecast-fiber.com
+1

See us at NAB Booth # L18859
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RERSE
YOUR
FISCAL

FIMESS

LITTOfl ELECTROn DEVICES

IS now PFRT OF
FlORTHROP GRUIT1fTlAr1

-ARC/IOU-1G cvEn
GREATER DEPTH FROM THIS
WORLD LEADER IF' TECHnOLOGY

Electron Devices

EHPPirlD THE MUSCLE on YOUR BRORDCRSTInG
BOTTOM LIFE BY $20,000 OR MORE /YEAR /TRArlSMITTER TUBE
It's as simple as this - Litton Constant Efficiency Amplifiers (CEAs) work harder for vou. Providing up to :30 kW of peak
power, yet with only half the energy consumption. The result? Broadcast operating costs significantly drop, and dramatic
profit growth shows up immediate'y of your bottom line.
And since Litton Electon Devices is now a part of world technology leader Northrop Grumman Corporaticn, our commitment to quality products is even furt-ier enhanced Electron Devices broadcast products have tte best warranty in the
business. Pricing is highly competitive And our frierdly, knowledgeable, 24/7 support and service exceeds all expectations.
Get the details and begin pumping up your fiscal fitness. Call (800) 851-1843, or visit www.northropgrumman.com.

www.northropgrumman.com
©2002 Northrop Grumman Corporation

NORTHROP GRUMMAN
Electronic Systems

ABC Nightline studio withTed Koppel.
Photo by Andy Washnik.
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Tom Bettag of
ABC's
Nightline:
Avid's NLE
technology has
opened a world
of possibilities
ost production has successfully

itianed from linear to nonlinthc broadcast news industry has
beeminalk slower to switch. In fact,
industry analysts estimate that only
somewhere between 10 percent and
50 percent ocifiteacasters have made
their way from tape -=o -tare news ed-

iting to nonlinear technology. In
spite of the great inertia involved, the
switch from analog to a digital broad-

cast infrastructure started to gain
speed this last year, and with it came
a trend toward digital ncnlinear editing techrology.
FEBRUARY 2002
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Evolving broadcast
editing trends
As the movement builds for this
switch, several trends are becoming
apparent, including radical changes in
operational processes. Portable laptop
editors in the field, journalist workstations with browser/editors back at the

Avid increases editing
efficiency for Nightline

studio, and workstations fully integrated with the station's servers, newsroom software and airplay software all

became more common over the past
year. The integration trend includes the
growing importance of more extensive

and standardized metadata integrated
with essence media.
The Sept. 11 tragedy and the resulting war in Afghanistan also drew the
attention of broadcasters to new technology used to cover the news. These
events may have been the most crucial
test in years for the speed and efficiency

of broadcast news technologies.
Let's examine each of these trends.

Laptop editing systems
Events in Afghanistan have certainly

advanced the popularity of portable
editing systems. One trend is the apparent evolution from the Sony and
Panasonic linear laptop to the nonlinear laptop computer with NLE soft-

Gordon Swenson, an Emmy Award -winning editor for Nightline, utilizes the
editing technology of Avid Suite 4 in ABC's Washington news operation.The
integration of editing systems like this one with other newsroom systems
offers the benefit of increased operational efficiency. Photo by Andy Washnik.

ware. This trend away from linear portable editing technology does not dis-

BY ELIZABETH WAKEMAN

pute the previous success of the lin-

ong before Nightline
became a part of ABC's
evening lineup, Emmy
Award -winning Gordon
Swenson was busy editing
broadcast productions on film,
and later, on tape.
Swenson is one of six editors
at Nightline. He came to ABC in
1977 as a film editor and has
seen quite a few changes in his
day, including ABC's recent
switch to nonlinear editing. One
of ABC's uses of Avid's nonlinear
newsroom editing equipment is
to cut down the interview
section of the show for time
requirements. They also edit
entire segments from field
tapes, such as the recent series
on the Congo. The equipment
allows the editors to pick what

ear laptops, nor does it imply that such

units do not continue to be used successfully. However, after several years
of NAB press conferences where these
manufacturers were asked when there

would be the promised hard disk replacement alternative to the record side VCR, I cannot help but wonder if
these two manufacturers missed an
important opportunity.

When discussing this trend with
various news organizations, several
aspects of this switch from linear portable systems to nonlinear software on

computer laptops became evident.
First, the low cost of this portable solution was a major factor in the decision to invest in laptop editing systems
for field use. The weight of the equipment was one of the most popular features. with users. Interestingly, when

they want from the taped footage,
capture it into digital form and play
it back from the Avid. It also allows
them to move pictures and sound
around without doing it in real time.
According to Swenson, their
material is first loaded onto a large
Avid Unity for News server, which
immediately allows the editors
simultaneous access to that
material from their respective
editing suites while it is being
recorded. This enables all six
editors to work on one piece
together.
The Nightline editing staff uses
several Avid products to create
each episode. These include the
Unity for News server; Avid
MediaManager, which manages
everything on the server; Avid
NewsCutter, which is the editing

discussing this technology with the
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device and gives the editors
unrestricted access to all media,
and Avid iNEWS newsroom
computer system, which handles
the wires and script generation as
well as the rundown of the show.
According to Swenson, the Avid
system provides the Nightline
editing staff with the ability to
create many different versions or
lengths of a story. Sometimes the
staff is still expanding the story
within minutes of airtime. The
system's special effects and its
ability to layer video and audio help
shape each piece into a nice, clean
package. The system's organizational abilities and color correction
are also helpful tools for the staff.
"Its versatility is great, but it's
also a wonderful tool to be creative
and artistic with," Swenson said.
"You can always juggle things
around and refine and refine, just
moving things a tiny little bit. It's
just a wonderful storytelling tool."
The Avid system has changed the
way the newsroom staff operates
as well, Swenson said. They used
to take feeds in from all over the
world, and the producers would log
in exactly what they were seeing on
videotape and the time code of
when it occurred. Now, all of that
can be done through the ingest
process. While the feed is coming
in, locators are entered to identify
selected shots, which enables the
system to build a whole locator list
that the producers and editors can
look at instantly. They don't have to
reel back and forth on tape like
before. Swenson said they still do
take information in on tape as a
backup method, although it's clear
that the staff would prefer to stick
with the Avid system.
"Recently we had a scare where
they thought we would have to go
back to the videotape editing rooms
and cut a show on tape. Half of us
may have forgotten how. We didn't
want to go back," Swenson said. a

journalists and photographers who
use the various products, ancillary
uses such as word processing, e-mail
and expense account management on
the same lightweight laptop that contained the editing software were often
cited as major benefits. Network management also spoke highly of the ease
of use and minimal training required

before the journalists or photographers felt proficient in the use of the

nonlinear software. Stations noted
benefits of adding the
low-cost units to microwave trucks.
Another surprising de-

FAST.purple and FASTtransmit to Afghanistan. Edited video was transmit-

ted via the Inmarsat mobile satellite
unit. FASTtransmit allows for one to
four tiny 64K satellite transmitters to
be ganged together for up to 256K
bandwidth. WDR used two transmitters for 128K bandwidth. This technology features what

Y. Y. b.* ,34

FAST calls a "store
and forward" capa-

bility, meaning if

tail became evident in
these discussions. Many
of the purchasers making
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the final decisions did
not fully understand certain aspects of the tech-

nology they were purchasing. For example, the

biggest complaint mentioned was the time-consuming frustration associated with the need to
ingest and log before beginning the edit. When

asked why a software
package that allowed direct -to -the -timeline ed-

iting was not selected,
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the transmission is
broken, the transfer
is started automati-

cally where it left
off. The receiving
server is then able
to reassemble the
data automatically
into a completed file

The inclusion of Web tools in

ready for play -out.
The entire transmis-

broadcasters to bring rich

a portable unit often

editing systems allows

media to the Internet even as
they bring news to air. SofTV

sion system folds into
as small as the laptop.

offers this functionality in

While this is

their Presenter.2 editing software (shown above).

slow -bit -rate tech-

a

nology, its worth

the users of this technology, and frequently their

was quite apparent
in Afghanistan and

supervisors, expressed

Pakistan, where col -

The trend toward browser/editors integrated to
newsroom solutions may soon be derailed by new,
low-cost editing products.
surprise that such software was available.

leagues from other TV stations were

Other technologies worthy of notice
are the alternative output subsystems

asking for permission to use it for

and associated hardware/software

member this was for edited stories
where other means of getting the

packages that work with NLE editors.
A modem has proven to be especially

useful in remote locations for transferring edited stories via the Internet.
For example, FASTtransmit, the mobile ISDN/satellite component of the

FAST.purple laptop news editing
FEBRUARY 2002

package from FAST (now a division
of Pinnacle Systems) demonstrated its
usefulness in Afghanistan. WDR, one
of the largest public television broadcasters in Germany, brought

their transmissions as well. Please re-

"on -location" stories back in a timely
manner did not exist. Other journalists used Internet connections back
at their hotel or telephone dataport
connections to transmit edited files,
thanks to the new alternative output

broadcastengineering.com
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Evolving broadcast
editing trends
capabilities of the laptop nonlinear
editing software.

Journalist workstations
Browser/editor software packages
originated with media asset management software. The browser was used
to search for audio, video and graphic
images. Journalist workstations were
personal computers where newsroom

There were over two dozen browser/
editor models displayed at NAB2001.

Other popular browser/editors in-

the network and to incorporate equipment from multiple manufacturers.
There are several manufacturers that

clude: Avid's MediaBrowse, KEYVIA
MediaWorks, Leitch BrowseEdit and

promote low-cost digital solutions.
For example, Omneon Video Net-

Omnibus HyBrow (also offered by

works offers a low-cost newsroom so-

Quantel).

lution featuring either Pinnacle Systems' Windows -based FAST.purple
nonlinear editing system or Apple's
Final Cut Pro editing software package on the Mac. Leitch offers a lowcost newsroom server solution featuring either the new BrowseCutter or
their NEWSFlash-II editing system.

Low-cost news editing
solutions

applications could appear in a win-

The trend toward browser/editors in-

dow, scripts were written in a second
window and images could be found
to supplement the created text with the

tegrated to newsroom solutions may

browser in a third window. These

soon be derailed by new, low-cost editing products. For example, today Avid
offers an editing solution featuring the

browsers began adding those clips to

Xpress DV editing system or Interactivity

For most broadcasters, operational costs play a far
more important role in purchase decisions than

software costs.

Broadcast Engineering's contributing editor Craig Birkmaier points out
that the way people receive their news
is changing, and predicts that "within
five years, many people will browse

TV news from their local set -top
cache." Today's editing systems can

a timeline. This was supposedly done
to help the editor, but soon it was realized that these timeline "edits" could

NewsCutter XP news editing system
with the Unity LANshare Ethernet -

serve as tools to help broadcasters
bring rich Web content to their us-

go straight to air - skipping the

based workgroup shared storage system.
(Note NewsCutter fully integrates with

ers, as well as putting better news on
the air.

editor's workstation. One of the most
important features of this new concept

newsroom solutions, but Xpress DV
does not.) The Unity LANshare con-

is the way it can be part of an integrated newsroom solution, complete

nects with up to 10 clients (or six dual stream clients) - which would fit in well
with many small -to -midsized broadcast
news system requirements. With this op-

with shared storage and metadata, and
instant access by the technical director to completed stories. The ability to

link selected clips to portions of the
text or script and to have these links

tion, browser/editors with
proxy servers begin to seem
less attractive.

shared with editors or newsroom

On the other hand, if

computer systems became a signifi-

your newsroom features

cant benefit for operational workflow.
The low cost of this type of editing solution is another obvious benefit.

higher -resolution nonlin-

Many of the server architectures
for browser/editor solutions fea-

proxy server model. First,

tured dual servers - a high -resolution clip server linked to a separate
lower -resolution networked proxy
server. One example of this type of
solution is the Sony NewsBase system, featuring an MPEG-2 proxy
server that offers fast access to files
by Sony's ClipEdit browser/editor.
ClipEdit offers the ability to do A/B

face is usually less intimi-

ear editing systems, advantages remain for the client/

the browser/editor interdating and frequently in-

tegrates better with the
newsroom software than
the Xpress DV or competi-

tor systems. With more
compressed proxy server

video, you can keep a

Laptops with nonlinear editing software, such as
Pinnacle Systems' FAST.blue (shown above) are
gaining popularity as an alternative to linear portable systems, due in large part to the low cost
and light weight of the equipment.

much larger amount of source proxy

roll effects editing and to insert audio/video online. Browser/editors
voice-overs and mix the VO with
other audio tracks.
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Interactive video is going to be
pushed by manufacturers this year, in
spite of a recent Statistical Research
study on how people use interactive
television that indicates there is little
interest in the technology among view-

may also make it much easier to have
more journalist workstation clients on

broadcastengineering.com

ers (other than for program guides
and VOD). Both browser/editors and
editing software will begin to feature a
track on the timeline for HML/HTML
FEBRUARY 2002

markers. For example, browser/editor
sofTV.net, Media 100 and Discreet all
offer this feature. Grass Valley Group

automatic delivery to Web pages and
the transmitter. Metadata standards,
media asset management and robotic

When designed properly, nonlinear technology
is much faster than the linear
systems of times past.
does not integrate Web tools such as
ContentShare, WebAble and the Aqua
encoder, or interactivity with their editing solution, choosing to keep them
as separate applications.

archiving all play a role in making op-

erations both faster and more efficient.

While the SMPTE/EBU metadata

more efficient operations and compat-

ibility between equipment/software

made by multiple manufacturers.
Please see the AAF Web site,
www.aafassociation.org, for more information on the benefits of metadata
in the editing environment.
Integrated newsroom solutions frequently offer redundancies and protections as well. Redundant RAID
storage is often part of the solution.
Remote maintenance and predictive
failure of components keep systems
running. In general, chief engineers
are finding the switch has

resulted in maintenance

Avid is also integrating Web
tools in their editing systems.

savings.
Nonlinear editing systems
will work best when they are
fully integrated into the digi-

Avid has included a timeline

for HML/HTML on their
Media Composers and offered ePublisher with the

tal infrastructure of the sta-

tion or network - working
with the servers, the news-

XpressDV PowerPack, creating a video -synchronized interactive authoring tool. Avid
HYPERCLIP with Version 3 of
NewsCutter. HYPERCLIP asso-

room computer software, the
playout software and the Web
creation applications. Companies providing NLE tech-

ciates a piece of audio and/or
video with a word within the

nology for broadcast news in dude Avid, Sony, Grass Valley

script and translates that
linked text and video to

Group, Apple, Leitch, Pin-

will also be introducing

nacle Systems, Panasonic and

Quantel. When designed

HTML and lower resolution
proxies as a background task
while the editor starts working on the next story.

For most broadcasters, op-

properly, nonlinear technology is much faster than the
linear systems of times past,
and the operational cost can
be significantly less than the
traditional methodology as
well. Integrated systems en-

erational costs play a far more

able news staff to quickly find

Integrated newsroom
solutions
important role in purchase
decisions than software costs.

Editors work on Grass Valley Group's News Edit at VVJARTV in Rhode Island.

Therefore, in-depth analysis
of the benefits of full integration of
news editing into the newsroom, production and playout server operations
is a major consideration when making the switch to a digital plant. Efficient operations have led to considerable cost savings over traditional processes - even when factoring in training and technical support costs. These
process improvements include field
logging to journalist workstations, instantaneous access to edited video and

FEBRUARY 2002

all of the pieces needed to
repurpose a story- saving editing time. Most importantly,

standards continue their development

today's systems are robust enough for

and approval processes, editing

mission -critical applications.

metadata has become standardized
and widely accepted by manufactur-

More powerful yet cost effective!
What more can broadcasters want?
(That question will be answered at

ers. AAF and its newsroom/server sub-

set MXF have been adopted by leading manufacturers of MPEG and DV based systems. (MPEG and various
DV formats have made provisions for
metadata content containers within the
formats.) Rich metadata will facilitate
improved media access management,

NAB 2003.)

BE

Bob Turner is a contributing editor for
Video Systems magazine and operates
Bob Turner Post Production Services.
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Applications
in interactive TV
BY BENNETT LILES

fter decades of promises,
predictions, hype and exerimentation, it appears

that the technology, standards and
content for the bundle of ideas collectively known as interactive TV have
sufficiently matured and integrated to

as old as television itself. In the mid -

the offerings appeared to be solutions

1950s, a Saturday morning cartoon

seeking problems. One success, however,
was the widespread deployment of Tele-

called "Winky Dink and You" promoted
a kit, available in toy stores, that included
a transparent sheet to place over the TV

begin powering up a $20 billion annual enterprise.

screen for drawing. During every episode, children watching the show were
asked to place the sheet over the screen
and connect numbered dots to form a

This year will likely see a tidal wave

bridge, train or airplane that Winky

of press, promotion and new
buzzwords for the services and technologies involved. It's time to sort out
the flavors and decode some jargon so
that broadcast engineers, managers
and the public can surf this promotional tsunami effectively.

Origins
The concept of interactive TV is nearly

needed to get away from the bad guys.

text in the UK and many other countries. Using the vertical blanking interval (VBI) of analog TV to deliver digital, viewer -selectable text information,
Teletext has become an integral part of
TV viewing outside the United States.
The primary American use for this technology has been dosed captioning.

The concept of interactive TV is nearly as old as
television itself.
Of course, most kids couldn't wait for
the kits, and marked up the TV screen
itself with crayons. An army of mothers
ran to the toy stores in a panic, and the
kits sold by the thousands.

Later efforts at interactivity yielded
some experience for developers, but not
much value for American viewers. The

The turn of the 21' century has seen a
convergence of development in the underpinnings of interactive TV. Satellite
and cable networks now have a substan-

tial customer base, and they have furthered the cause of niche programming
begun by PBS affiliates. Viewers have

come to expect a

technologies used were thinly developed and too expensive. Delivery networks provided

little real market penetration beyond a few
experimental commu-

nities, and many of

Interactive applications like subscription video on demand are
changing the way television viewers

interact with their TVs. ScientificAtlanta's digital networks and Explorer interactive set -tops are designed to support interactiveTV.
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A Completely New Direction in
Digital Switching
With the new UTAH -400 High -Density Digital Routing Switcher we are taking the design

of large routing switchers in a completely new direction. Just take a look at the features:
Reduced Rack Space Requirements - a 160x160 Matrix in just 8 rack units, 320x320 in only 16 rack units, 640x640
in 48 rack units - The UTAH -400 lets you put more switcher in less space than any router in history.

SD/HD Compatibility - Mix and match standard definition and high definition signals and change the mix as your needs
evolve. The UTAH -400 provides complete insurance for HD compatibility.

Reduced Power Consumption - The UTAH -400 uses up to 80% less power than competitive designs. In large systems,
this can add up to real operational savings.

Full-time Monitoring of Input/Output Signals - With the UTAH -400's unique signor monitoring features, your router can
become the heart of a complete, automated management system for your signal paths.

Advanced Digital Audio Routing Capabilities - The UTAH -400 digital audio matrix gives you complete flexibility in
handling any digital audio format.
Utah Scientific has a full range of solutions to the most demanding
requirements for audio and video routing and presentation systems.
Let us help you find your way through the maze of options to the most
cost-effective and future -proof digital signal managment plan for your
facility. Visit us at www.utahscientific.com or call (801) 575-8801
today for more information.

IL-2Ja--51-012r71-177FIC
New Directions in Diglital Switching

www.utahscientific.com

4750 Wiley Post Way, Suite 150, Salt Lake City, UT 8 4116 usn
Ph: 801.575.8801 Fax: 801.537.3099 Email: salesOutaltscie

Applications

in interactive TV
widening diversity of programming.
Standards are being implemented and
trials have given content producers a
more sophisticated feel for the market.
But the most powerful enablers for iTV
have been the Internet and CD-ROM.

go on to increasingly specialized or per-

or to select answers to questions asked

sonalized choices. They are also key

by an instructor. As with the initial EPG,

components for advertisers. By tracking
the clicicstreams on these menus, advertisers can quickly develop a precise and
personal t -commerce profile. This valuable information can make advertising

advertisers can read the user input during programs to create personalized advertising. Predictive Networks has developed sophisticated personalization
software for following viewer prefer-

much more efficient and give viewers
more customized choices as the system
learns their preferences.

ences. Its "Digital Silhouette" technology

can track individual viewing habits for
targeting advertising data without collecting or storing personal information.
Personalization and privacy concerns
are a significant part of iTV develop-

The next iTV area is generally referred
to as enhanced 1.V. Its content features
Web -like hyperlinks that appear at vari-

ous times and places on the screen.

ment. A recent report by the Carmel
Group on TV personalization can be

These displays can move, and they can

be opaque or semi -transparent. Such

found at www.carmelgroup.com.
Video on demand (VOD) has proven
to be a solid iTV success.

digital services use device -centric
Above: On this screen
of the Interactive Music
Choice Europe Channel
on Sky digital in the UK,

Services
Portal

the viewer is able to
browse through 44 audio channels available

on Sky digital to see

what song is currently
playing.The viewer can
then press select on the
remote control to hear

the song. Photo cour-

111111,--t-''

St*

proven that it will become a staple of any iTV

VOD Catalog

system. Also popular is

If) Music

tesy NDS.

1674 Wed 10125 8:45pm

useful examples of technical protocols, marketing and production techniques. The five top companies in iTV - OpenTV,

Liberate,

Canal+,

View the program guide,

kio Help

Parental Control

Togimmaiimim

The Electronic Programming Guide (EPG) or Interactive Programming Guide (IPG) is a tool that offers a dual benefit, giv-

ing viewers the ability to select programs or set times for
local recording, and allowing advertisers to develop targeted customer profiles by tracking viewers' choices. Photo courtesy Scientific-Atlanta.

Microsoft and PowerTV - are expand-

ing their marketing efforts in the UK
and Europe, which have a substantial
lead over the United States in the field.
With all these factors now in place, the
real marketing flood is about to wash
over us.

The Electronic Programming Guide

(EPG) or Interactive Programming
Guide (IPG) is the portal application for

all iTV offerings on a service. These
menus allow the viewer to select programs, set times for local recording, and

To date, the VCR has
been the ultimate instru-

ment of personal video
scheduling. But a new
piece of hardware known
as the personal video re-

corder (PVR) has advanced the idea of personal TV. The device has

broadcast HTML to mix the displays
with the MPEG video stream.

Hypervideo displays can also offer
forms on which viewers may enter

a large hard drive that allows simultaneous viewing and recording. It also automates recording by program title, time
slot, rating, actors or theme. Removable

The most powerful enablers for iTV have been the
Internet and CD-ROM.

The door
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sa

Tress

It

near video on demand
(NVOD) in which
broadcast channels are
used to make a specific
set of movies available at
fixed time slots.

Games

While these interactive
tools are not identical to
iTV, they provide some

pensive to deploy, a
number of experimental
market trials have

ckp What's On

E mail

Although it is fairly ex-

information for online purchases.

These clickable mechanisms bring
about several more iTV concepts. Individualized TV allows users to alter
the outcome of a drama, to personally select cameras on a sports event,

broadcastengineering.com

disks for these devices are currently in
development. Some of the active ven-

dors are TiVo, Replay, Echostar,
WebTV and Pace. One clear trend is
the union of these PVRs with set -top
boxes. An example of this integration
FEBRUARY 2002
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making headline news

0

In the history of any successful company, there is
usually a moment or project, which encapsulates
their vision and ethos. Life in a Newsroom or Sports
studio is always hectic, so it's critical to have a
system and environment that operates like
clockwork: IBIS SprinTx, conceived and developed in
1996 specifically to address CNN's needs, has
continued to evolve - becoming a vital component
for the modern newsroom.
CNNSI was created in 1996 as the first joint Time
Warner and Turner Broadcasting project, well in
advance of the corporate merger, and the team had
a blank slate on which to develop a fast, automated,
tapeless system that would give customers the best
programming possible.

The realisation of this objective was recognised in
2001, when CNN received an Emmy for outstanding
achievement in technological advancement. In
accepting the award for 'Pioneering effort in digital
asset management for televisior news", CNN paid
tribute to the role that IBIS has played as an
"essential contributor in the digital systems at Sports
Illustrated and the media sources system used by
CNN Operations".
Recently Kevin Ivey, then CNN's Vice President,
Research & Development explained how this
accolade was achieved and resulted in the bundle of
IBIS applications - SprinTx - now installed by major
broadcasters in the US, UK and Australia.
"The development team from CNN Sports created
a wish -list document, detailing cur vision of how we
would like to operate in an ideal world. A great deal
of that was based on conventional workflow, with an
eye toward leveraging technolocy. We asked a
number of companies to tell us how they could make
it happen - and we only had six months to make it
a reality. "In any news environment speed to air is
critical, as material has to be turned round to air sometimes in as little as 30 seconds after it is
received - but sports news presents a special
problem; it's usually feast or famine.

Games are lumped around the evening hours and
weekends, so we have very heavy periods of
incoming video. That leaves us with hundreds of
hours of material to sort through and edit to provide
the best highlight material."

IBIS was chosen by CNN to provide controlling
software, and develop CNN SI's 'Triage' application
- cutting down and prioritising the most important
information from the incoming feeds.
The specification for the software performance
was to record incoming material, control a routing
switcher to select the feeds reperters wanted, control
the recording of feeds to Clipbox ports and back-up
VTRs, provide the ability to identify and mark specific
clips for the editors, and interface with the
newsroom system, informing them of which
highlights had been created so that they could see
what material was available to go to air and create
rundowns for programming.

IBIS provided the original Triage prototypes, witr
sixteen Triage stations linked to each of four
Clipboxes, controlling the router to select the feeds.
Further progress led to the development of IBIS
ServerMirror, for transfer of material between the
production and the "air" Clipboxes, and IBIS
ServerPlay to control playout o edited material b air.
The system also includes IE IS ServerBase, an
overarching database of the content resident on all
six Clipboxes, which allows constant materials
management. The Media Manager, operated fron a
single console, under a passwcrd-protected system,
can check and delete material directly from any of
the Clipboxes This was the birh of SprinTx.
So successful was the CNNSI model that when UK
broadcaster, Carlton, decided to move to a tapeless
digital environment, SprinTx was the natural chobe.
There is a say ng that when you simplify something,
complexity doesn't disappear, i: just moves
somewhere else. But Carlton's Dave Peregrine,
Head of Technical Resources, Central Region
disagrees, poi -fling to the si -npicity of the solutic n
he has adopted at Abingdon, LE.
Charged with the task of ref..irb shing services,
Peregrine made a conscious decision that there
would be no \,TR machines in tie edit suites - al
media would be digitised.

"Experience slowed us the ber efits of working with
one large server for ingest, shot selection at
journalists workstations and playout," says
Peregrine "So much time was spent searching br
tape and we wanted to remove that stress by
eliminating the need to move media around everyone knows the frustrat on of needing to
produce a tease or promo from the same material in
use by someone else."
Anticipating a battle over such a radical change,
Peregrine says that there was actually very little
opposition. "When the tape cc mes through the
door, the jourralist takes it to media processing for
digitising and oy the time he or she has made a cup
of coffee and settled down to work, most of the
material has been loaded to the server and is ready
for review ng. We encourage journalists to start
cutting their promos and teases and marking up :heir
interviews frame accurately before they go down to
editing. They =hen write the r script and, if there is
time, we enco Jrage them to mark up best shots. We
reckon that the time taken to ro.jgh cut a 90 second
news story has been reduced by about 50%."
According to Peregrine, one of -he most significant
aspects of the project was the way the IBIS, Quantel
and Carlton personnel worked together. "We were
really a team - not client and vendors.
At every stage our requirements and concerns were
addressed. SprinTx is very user-friendly, running on
standard PCs, without third Dar y software and
monitoring, wr ich tends to clutter up the operation
between tie server and broadcast systems," adds
Peregrine. "Tr e SprinTx package is a mature
product and trey have a greet teal of experience
controllinc Quantel servers."
cunt

At Abingdon, a combination of IBIS software and
Flash panels ingests material into the Clipbox. IBIS
ClipFeed streams up to four monitored channels into
the Media Processing Area, along with any library
media or incoming live feeds. Material in the server is
available in the newsroom for viewing and shot
selection at the desktop, or in the edit suites.
Once edited, material is played out from the
transmission gallery. Material archived from a playlist
is run back to tape via IBIS ServerPlay. IBIS ClipTrim
is also used to generate material from the server to
the company's website. Everything is done from the
server - there is no movement of media at all.
As one of the cornerstones of the operation, this
requires straightforward, yet efficient, naming and
numbering conventions.

Since Abingdon was completed other Carlton
operations are now SpronTx supporters, along with
ITV network provider, GMTV, the UK's premier
commercial breakfast broadcaster.

On ingest, each set of rushes is given a 'slug' title,
which remains with the media throughout, whether it
is a story, promo, or tease, and whatever numbers
are subsequently allocated. IBIS ClipTrim has full
search capability so journalists and editors can
select appropriate clips simply by entering the 'slug'
name. Material is only numbered once it is ready for
transmission, triggering IBIS ServerMirror to
duplicate material to the Quantel Clipbox Studio for
back up - and the conventions used reflect
information such
as date, type of clip and which bulletin the material

"One of my major aims whilst designing this system
was to maintain as much as possible of our existing
user interfaces. Broadcasting from 6am, in a
pressurised live environment, it was very important to
retain a certain amount of operational familiarity,
even though the underlying technology was to be
completely different."

is for.

Going digital, says Peregrine, has enabled staff to
work to their full potential. Technical operators have
become proficient at editing, producing a turnover of
staff, which at first was perceived a problem.
However, because professional development
potential is now much higher, there is greater job
satisfaction.

"Because of the simplicity of the IBIS interface, once
basic training in digitising material is done, actual
operation is very easy to pick up and staff become
highly competent in a very short space of time.
Engineers can be moved off the front-line into
support roles - there's nothing more wasteful than a
system engineer having to be an operator - so
support levels become extremely high - and we have
found that streamlining our operation in this way has
actually improved both productivity and the technical
quality of the material transmitted."

According to Geoff Wright, Chief Engineer of GMTV
in London, the automation had to have a very userfriendly interface, with ceneric windows command
formats and require minimum training.
"The automation system should not prohibit access
to any material - even while feeds were in the
process of being ingested, journalists and the
production team had to be able to browse edit and
manage the server content, whilst maintaining our
familiar workflow practices", says Wright.

Another important aspect of working with IBIS is
their 'back office' response and commitment.
"If someone tells us they can turn something around
in a short space of time, it is essential that we can
trust that to happen. We are on air for three and a
half hours of live TV and we are probably the only
company in the UK - or even Europe - that has such
a large block of intensive live television broadcast on
a daily basis."
Although originally developed to control the Quantel
Clipbox, SprinTx is completely server independent
and IBIS partners include all the major server
manufacturers.

- edit - stop

IBIS - Clever doesn't have to be complicated
Integrated Broach

nformation systems Limited. T +44

4 851150 E into@ibistv.co.uk W www.ibistv.com

Applications

IL

in interactive TV

is Scientific-Atlanta's plans to embed
Metabyte's MbTV software into its Ex-

more engaging statistics indicate that
over half of its players are female, and

videoconferencing by offering video,
document sharing and whiteboarding

plorer 8000 PVR. Together with Scientific-Atlanta's interactive television navigator, the software is expected to auto-

61 percent of users are aged 16 to 34.

on the desktop, but acceptance and
Internet
of
implementation

videoconferencing has been very slow.
Bringing it home
In America, when educational iTV doesn't promise to bring new features to distance learning and

matically recommend programming,

videoconferencing, but it will widen the
user base substantially. Distance learning and videoconferencing also share a

Video on demand (VOD) has proven to be a solid
iTV success.

need for higher back -channel bandincluding advertising, that matches each
subscriber's viewing tastes. Pace has in-

tegrated OpenTV's middleware and
Device Mosaic application technology
into its Di4000 interactive cable home
gateway.

Of course, delivery of Internet TV and
e-mail will be a central part of interac-

television became distance learning, it

width. Most of the services use an asym-

gained interactivity with groups in
schools but not with individuals at

metric back -channel where the return

home. In the nineties, distance learning
used Ku -band satellite distribution with
a telephone conference -call back -channel. Educational networks were also of-

fering group videoconferencing over
fractional T-1 lines, but these lines are

tive services. But in the iTV environment, these applications
will need to accommo-

data path does not need to have as much
bandwidth as the downstream channel.

Any service using two-way video or
complex simulation data will require a
higher -bandwidth back -channel than
those registering occasional clicks on a
viewer's remote controL
One buzzword sure to
be heard this year is syn-

chronized IV. A recent
study showed that the
number of people using
the Internet while play-

date a wide range of
viewer input devices and
of
levels
desired
interactivity.

ing a TV in the same
room rose from eight

If you're looking for a
dark -horse "killer app" in
all this, a good bet is play
TV. This category encom-

passes all forms of interactive gaming and simu-

lation. Kids represent a
major force in TV viewing and Internet use, and

million adults in 1998 to
27 million in 1999, and

BATTER

PITCHER_

the number was pro-

LINE SCORE-

jected to be over 50 million by the end of 2001.
This explains the noticeable increase in co -pro-

MLB SCORES

REPLAY CAMERAS
MORE

moting TV -program
Web sites during the

we can expect a huge
share of iTV applications
to be targeted at garners.
This segment will likely be

the source of technical
and programming innovation that will carry over
into other areas. Potential

applications for gaming

and multi -participant
simulation are vast and
powerful. The early

Top: Individualized TV al lows viewers to make

decisions about the content of the programming
they watch, allowing them to alter the outcome
of a drama or to persona ly select cameras on a
sports event. Photo courtesy OpenTV. Right:This
screen shot displays an ent- ancedTV application for
"DiscoveryToday" on the Discovery Channel on Sky
digital in the UK.The enhanced service offers additional information relating to on -screen items and a
seven-day program guide for the Discovery Channels available on the Sky digital platform. Photo courtesy NDS.

CHANGE
PORSOINAL WITISICRAFT

rMr

rrArlia:scrulri

leader, having established
expensive, difficult to maintain and they
still require participants to gather at cen-

shows. These tele-Webbers combine the

owned subsidiary of interactive media
giant OpenTV. Launched in December

tral points for the class. Corporate

conventional, one-way TV experience

videoconferencing has largely followed

with use of the Internet for accessing the

of 2000 on the BskyB digital satellite plat-

form, PlayJam now claims to have

the same path, using meeting rooms
with large screens. The Internet can

hosted over a billion games. Some of its

combine distance learning with

program's coordinated, enhanced TV
displays - and as an interactive back channel to the show. Where the iTV

a strong following in Europe with its
PlayJam Channel, is Static 2358,a wholly
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Applications

in interactive TV
a different technical

approach

to

interactivity. VEIL

stands for video encoded invisible

light. On analog
systems, it uses the
actual video signal

bandwidth version, and its receiver chips

as a transmission
medium. This offers some key ad-

interval. Riding on

remotes, PDAs and cell phones so that
these devices can act as the interactive
back -channel. Advertisers can use it to
track their commercials and verify that
they have run in the desired time slot.
CMR, a provider of strategic advertising and marketing information, has in-

the video signal,

corporated VEIL technology into its

VEIL data can be
transmitted by

Broadcast Verification Service to track
the occurrence of television programming and commercials.

vantages over sys-

Jonathan Schembor, director of custom solutions at
Triveni Digital, demonstrates interactive technology.
Triveni Digital is collaborating with PBS to implement
interactiveTV trials based on PBS prime -time content
such as "Scientific American Frontiers" and "Life360:'

tems that use the
vertical blanking

operators supply broadband access and
Internet TV, these two synchronized TV
channels will be combined in the TV.

broadcast, cable, Direct Broadcast Satellite or home video, and it can be received by economical, chip -driven devices anywhere in the broadcast cover-

VEIL

age area. An additional advantage is that,
unlike VBI signals, VEIL data cannot be

VEIL Interactive Technologies offers

PORTABLE-.
RFUL.

stripped out by cable operators and it
works on any TV transmission format
with no modifications. It works with
compressed video and can even be recorded by any currently used video recording device. VEIL II is the higher -

can be incorporated easily into TV

SMIL for the camera
Synchronized Multimedia Integration

Language (SMIL) is a well-known
Internet protocol that combines and

FP23 - Single Channel

is Preamp

Port&le, battery -powered microphone preamplifier with
phantom power, 24 hours of battery life, and virtually
"unclippable" limiter.

H1ABLE.
Field production demands flexibility and performance

51023----

from every piece of your gear. Which is why we've
created the new FP23 and FP24 portables.

/11.6

28 111 58

FlAr

Designed for on -location use in any broadcast
environment, both provide the highest quality audio
for even the most critical of digital recordings. And
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0
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GAIN (c18)

POWER
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thanks to their high -strength extruded all -aluminum
construction, both are built to withstand the rigors of
the field.
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For full details, call 1-800-25-SHURE or visit us online
at www.shure.com.
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' FP24 - Two Channe Mixer/Preamp

IT'S YOUR SOUND-

Portable, battery -powered microphone preamp/mixer with
phantom power, premium -quality input/output transformers,
virtually "unclippable" limiters, and adjustable LED
brighrtnesfor readability even in direct sunlight.

No matter
how high,
how far,
how fast,
how dear,
how icy,
how windy,
how wet
or
how many.

PiRod's

solutions
are
SOLID.

Even though the variables change, you can
always rely on the performance and value
of a PiRod free-standing or guyed tower.
That's because we provide custom -

engineering services to make sure you
have the right tower for your specific
application. Plus, by consulting with
erectors, we also design to promote a faster
and more cost-efficient tower installation.

Call now for a quote.

FREE Tower Specification Guide
tells you of everything you should
know before building a tower.
Also, FREE Parts Catalog
is packed with solid parts
solutions for PiRod and
all other towers.

Solid Rod, Solid Service, Solid Value

A PiR011 1111C

A Valmont Industries Compony

PiRod, Inc.
P.O. Box 128

Plymouth, Indiana 46563-0128
(574) 936-4221 Fax (574) 936-6796
www.pirod.com

Applications

in interactive TV
synchronizes video, text, still pictures
and sound. Recommended by the W3C

touted as the tool for "bringing TV to
the Web," SMIL, or a form of it, could

market for international programming
to and from local communities.

in 1998, SMIL 1.0 is commonly used for
Internet video streaming. SMIL 2.0 re-

ceived a W3C recommendation in Au-

reach even greater acceptance by doing
just the opposite - bringing the Web to
TV. Veon, of Herzliya, Israel, has con-

Standards

gust of 2001. Although it has been some-

tributed significantly to the develop-

what neglected, it does work and holds
potential for iTV. The biggest advance

ment of broadcast HTML for

for SMIL has been the fact that

Hypervideo applications. Veon was acquired by Philips in April of 2001.

One buzzword sure to be heard this year is
synchronized T1L
RealNetworks, a leader in Internet video

One interesting programming shift

popular RealNetworks G2 Player on this
technology. In doing so, it has kept SMIL

that iTV will carry among its convergent
technologies is the ability of local enti-

in the Internet spotlight. SMIL presentations, including hyperlinks, can be incorporated into DTV broadcasts to provide enhanced TV. There are also economical, easy -to -learn authoring tools
available for SMIL presentations. Long

ties to broadcast to a global audience
while local cable operators field requests

for international programs - some featuring automated translation. Our increasingly global economy and mobile

population will eventually drive the

Digital Video Conversion and Interface Products by AJA Video
PCI Cards
HD-NTV PCI Bus HD -SDI Video Interface/Framestore
SD-NTV PCI Bus SDI Streaming Video Interface

$7900
$2,395

Nfiniature COnverters
HD10C HD -SDI D/A Converter w/SVGA Modes
$2,495
HD1OM HD Analog to NTSC Monitoring Downcnvrtr.' $ 800
D1OC SDI to Component Analog Converter, 10 -bit *
$ 800
D10A Component Analog to SDI Converter, 10 -bit*
$1,200
D4E Serial Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL or Y/C*
$ 250
D5CE Serial Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL /w Components $ 375
D5D Decoder, 3 -line Comb Filter, NTSC/PAL to SDI*
$ 595
DWP Power Supply, 110 Volt (*requires power supply) $ 40

RD5AD Dual Universal A/D Converter
NTSC/PAL or Component to SDI
RD5CE Dual Universal D/A Converter

(OCAP) and Advanced Television System Committee DTV Application Software Environment (ATSC DASE). Asia,
Europe and South America have implemented the DVB-MHP platform, while
groups in the United States and Canada
are developing OCAP and ATSC DASE.

A common thread in these efforts has
been the inclusion of Java technology
in the quest for a worldwide "create once, play -everywhere" environment.
This goal, also described as a "write once, play -anywhere" environment,
will play a central role in standards development. In this effort, OCAP and
ATSC DASE are expected to incorporate the well established DVB-MHP
into their standards.
The Advanced Television Enhancement Forum (ATVEF) is an alliance of
industry companies formed to develop
HTML-based protocols to promote the

standardization of enhanced TV for
digital delivery. ATVEF is the organiza-

tion that devised the technology speci-

$1,300
$1,300

data through the vertical blanking in-

$ 600
$ 990

This year will see more worldwide
corporate partnerships and standards
debate. But the tremendous revenue
waiting to be mined with laser -targeted advertising will be the driving
force behind vendor competition and
product interoperability. In the meantime, we'll all have to learn the basics
to ride the new wave of services called

$1,600

SDI to NTSCJPAL or Component

$1,300

RSCE Universal Monitoring Distribution Amp, 1X4

$ 590

1 -RU, Forced -Air Cooled, 4 -Slot Frame,

Dual Power Supply
FR2D 2 -RU, Forced -Air Cooled, 10 -Slot Frame
Dual Power Supply

72

These include Digital Video Broadcast
- Media Home Platform (DVB-MHP),

fication that enables broadcasters to send

Rack Mount Products,
R2OD Decoder, 5 -line Comb, NTSC/PAL to SDI, 10 -bit
R2OE Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL or Component, 10 -bit
FSG Frame Sync/Genlock Module (fits R2OEJD Cards)
R44E Four Channel SDI to NTSC/PAL Converter

www.aja.com
toll free 800-251-4224
international 530-274-2048

try groups are at work on standards.

Open Cable Application Platform

Global TV

streaming, based its enormously

FR1D

The most significant factor that has
limited widespread implementation of
iTV applications has been the absence
of worldwide standards for transmission and content enhancement. To deal
with this problem, several iTV indus-

$

895

$1,490

afg VIDEO

broadcastengineering.com

terval on analog systems.

interactive TV.

BE

Bennett Liles is a freelance writer and TV
production engineer in the Atlanta area.
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Helping broadcasters reach new heights.
Broadcasters today need dependable, cost-effective ways to meet

new challenges. Spectrasite Broadcast Group delivers ildustr-

leading technical :kills in tower infrastructure. The best-known
names in towers are part of the SpectraSite team.

Stainless Towers
Stainless eng neering draws on decades of worldwide

experience. Ian of the tall towers in the U.S. are
Stainless. The result is tower designs that perform
as expected without costly delays.

Doty Moore
More -.han half the DT11 antenna systems on -air

todai ware installed by Doty Moore, a name that
means competence and safety in large-scale

tower constructor and modification projects.

Analysis and Modification
SpectraSite Broadcast Group has a large

staff of highly skilled structural engineers
to analyze towers. In some cases,

modificaticn of a tower is a letter
solution. In this highly specialized

work, we are the industry eaders.

5601 N. MEcArthur BI id
Suite 100

Irving, Teri- s 75038
972.558.9300

www.spectrasite.com
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NBC's
Tandberg
Television digital
distribution system
BY BARRY HOBBS

NBC selected Tandberg

sary. The network can flexibly control the systems from the main sites.
The receivers offer another advan-

Television to provide its

digital distribution system after evaluating several systems

for functionality, reliability, the
amount of customization needed, image and sound quality, and other benefits such as the ability to handle data
encapsulation.

As of autumn 2001, all 182 NBC
Skypath affiliates began receiving feeds

through the digital distribution equipment solution specifically proposed to
the network.

tage to NBC through its built-in
frame synchronization feature. With
this additional feature, the network
can synchronize the signals received
at the affiliate sites to each local station without an extra frame synchronizer. Not only does this save the affiliate money by eliminating the need
for additional equipment, but it also

simplifies the system with fewer

The majority of the feeds originate

the Burbank, CA, site serving as a
backup uplink site.
NBC Network News used Tandberg

boxes in the program path. As a re-

sult, installation and subsequent

erage around the world. The new maintenance is simplified.
digital distribution system is a much
Since the system has launched,
larger scale purchase. Comprised of NBC is now equipped to transmit
five redundant multichannel systems,
this solution allows NBC to digitize a

statistical multiplexing solution provides bit rate flexibility, which allows
NBC to send network streams unim-

peded while also sending additional
data through available bandwidth on
the satellite without any operational
impact.
NBC also utilizes the company's 8PSK

modulation in order to pack more bits
onto each satellite feed. The openness

The network can flexibly control the systems from
the main sites.

from NBC's New York City site, with

Television's E5425 mobile contribution encoders for breaking news cov-

to handle all multiplexing needs as the
signals are encoded and sent out to the
satellite. Tandberg Television's 4:2:2

multiple channels of programming,
including commercials, promotions
and other services provided by the

of the system allows for an upgrade
path. The network's equipment racks
are pre -wired to allow room for expansion. Tandberg Television also offered

a support contract that simplifies

network to a satellite transponder

NBC's maintenance operation, covering standard warranty repair services,
on -site spare units and continual firmware and software upgrades, in addi-

via E5611 encoders. Following trans-

tion to preventive maintenance and

mission, that same material is re-

Web -based product updates.

In addition, Tandberg Television is
maintaining the system's conditional
access database, a unique attribute for
the network. Since launching the sys-

ing hands-off operation. For ex-

ceived at the affiliates where the automation system switches between
the nine feeds.
The system is intricate, but simple
to run. The encoding systems are set
up so they will not be altered and remain intact as installed. Each system
encodes nine channels of signals that
originate from Genesis, NBC's diskbased program origination facility.
The new digital system allows NBC
to deliver improved video and audio
to its affiliates.

ample, a station can be switched live
between basketball games if neces-

Built into each encoding system is an
evolution 5000 statistical multiplexer

total of nine network feeds, providing the affiliates with improved picture and sound quality.
Five Alteia plus receivers at each
receive site address the switched feed
services that the network provides to
its affiliates. These receivers were in-

tegrated into racks and installed at
the affiliate sites by Livewire Network Services. The receivers are

tuned under control of an automated scheduling system developed

by Andrew Corp. The system customizes the feed for each affiliate
and switches them to the appropriate feed at the correct time, provid-
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tem, NBC now has a fully digital
means of distribution to provide high
quality audio and video to its customers. While the network's affiliates and
viewers surely benefit, NBC itself en-

joys greater flexibility in terms of
available bit rates and additional satellite space.
BE
Barry Hobbs is director of new technology for Tandberg Television.
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DESCRIPTIVE VIDEO
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the Birth of the new SAP/StereoNideo Receiver
from Modulation Sciences
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Modulation Sciences' SAP Generator is
proud to announce the birth of a son, the

msi 189 SAP/StereoNideo Receiver.
All outputs are available simultaneously
and all are balanced line level.
This is an exciting time for the Modulation
Sciences SAP family of products as they will
be called to duty when the FCC implements
Descriptive Video for the sight impaired in
early 2002.

Please contact Modulation Sciences for more
information on their SAP family of products.

modulation
47,- sciences
1 inc.

12A Worlds Fair Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873
Toll Free: (800) 826-2603
Voice: (732) 302-3090
Fax: (732) 302-0206
E-mail: sales@modsci.com

Are you SAP ready?

www.modsci.com

Wet
antenna
effect
BY BEATRIZ SOARES

s more and more satellites

horn was kept dry so losses recorded

are launched and capac-

were solely attributable to one of the wet
reflectors.

ty on C and Ku bands
runs out, the natural migration in satellite communications is to Ka band.
But, Ka band has some unique properties to contend with. Ka band is a

Tests found the composite reflector
when wet recorded more than double

for both the aluminum reflector and
composite reflector antennas at 20 GHz.
This is the design limit for the compos-

Aluminum antenna reflectors exhibit very low
signal loss at Ka band when wet

much higher frequency and the
beamwidth is much narrower, making
pointing accuracy of the reflector and
mounting structure critical. Rain is a
big factor. Signals on Ka -band antennas may experience significant degradation in rainfall in wet climates. Diversity sites that use small antenna reflectors rather than large to achieve the
EIRP is one solution. Choosing a re-

Ions per minute) to 53 mm/h (1.0 gpm)
during the test time. Data was collected

the signal loss of the aluminum reflector, which showed very low signal loss.

ite reflector antenna. Test conditions

Setup, calculations, data

mm/h (0.65 gpm).
Data for the 20 GHz test was taken

replicated those of the aluminum reflector at 30 GHz. Rain intensity was 19.14

flector material
that minimizes

The Tx and Rx antennas were positioned 280 meters apart and tested at
20 GHz and 30 GHz. The rain -generating equipment was built
to specifications of IEC

signal loss is an-

Environmental Guide-

other.

Findings

lines and set up on a transportable trailer. Tests were

Tests showed an average of 0.5 dB
losses for the aluminum reflector an-

done outdoors at night.
Winds subsided at night

tenna at 20 GHz and 1.5 dB at 30 GHz.
A 4 dB to 6 dB loss for the composite

to 0 to 4 mph and the tem-

reflector antenna was observed at 20

perature dropped, minimizing water loss from

GHz. A possible reason for this significant signal loss could be the uneven surface of the composite antenna, which allows for water to settle and not bead up

Water droplets
and even air humidity can attenuate and depolarize

the signal and
cause degradation,
according to Louis

evaporation.

Ippolito's "Propagation Handbook

The path loss formula
used was:

for Satellite Systems Design:' Because wet antenna
reflectors can add
to signal loss, aluminum and com-

posite earth station antenna reflectors were tested

L(R,f) =

Tests performed at Andrew
using the setup above have
shown that signals on Ka band antennas may experience significant degradation

under controlled
conditions in an

under wet conditions. The
material chosen for the re-

artificial rain envi-

loss.

flector may minimize this

ronment to quantify signal loss at two frequencies. Research has shown that water on a feed
horn accounts for greater signal loss than

a wet reflector. In these tests, the feed
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x2

[(47rR)1

where R = distance between the two antennas
X = wavelength
Link budgets were cal-

culated with both the
path loss and the antenna
gain formula:
G = 4irko
X'

where Adf = effective
area of the antenna.

The first set of tests was conducted at
30 GHz, the frequency at which greater
signal losses are expected. Rain intensity increased from 27 mm/h (0.6 gal-

broadcastengineering.com

for the aluminum antenna under
similar conditions as those done for
the 30 GHz test.

and roll off the surface. This reflector

took a long time to dry because of
greater surface area interacting with the
water. The surface of the painted alumi-

num reflector was smooth and did not
allow large drops of water to settle on
the surface.
According to the test data, aluminum
antenna reflectors exhibit very low signal loss at Ka band when wet. A series of
tests are planned to determine if the ap-

plication of hydrophobic treatments
would further decrease signal loss and
if treatments would be cost-effective. 1E
Beatriz Soares is a systems engineer for
the earth station antenna department at
Andrew Corp.
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Easy to Integrate.
Easy to Operate.

New

7016

resentation
Today's A/V systems integrators demand high performance products that are packed
with features allowing for easy integration and operation. Folsom Research designed
the perfect solution... PresentationPRO, the new seven input audio and video

PresentationPRO Connectivity Diagram
Videe=ncinip

A/V Inputs1

tiptop v/Audio

Comore

seamless switcher.

Betacam

PresentationPRO is the most advanced seamless switcher in its class. It's the ideal
answer when multiple audio and video sources must be seamlessly switched for
corporate boardrooms, live events, church services, education and training installations.
When you're designing your next installation, look no further than the PresentationPRO
STEREO AUDIO

PresentationPRO features include:

Mon-Switehed
Line Input

RS -232

Control

0 Seven universal input channels accept
composite (NTSC/PAL), S -video, component,

Microphone
Input

0 True autosync operation; the unit
automatically locks to the selected source

and computer video sources (040x480 VGA
to 1000x1200 UXGA). Videos with progressive oTwo independently -buffered video outputs

Stereo Audio
Output

480p and 720p HDTV timing are supported

0 Seven stereo audio inputs (one for each input
channel) accept Consumer or Professional
audio levels

o User -programmable output formats:
VGA(640x48D), SVGA (80000), XGA

Moitor

(1024x708), SXGA (1280x1024)

Q,

vjait

oTwo non -switched audio inputs (MIC and LINE)

o Seamless transitions: cut, fade, dissolve, and
wipe effects with programmable duration

()Logo image capture and recall feature

can be mixed with the audio from the selected
input channel

0 One professional quality stereo audio output

Now Creation Compatible

For more information

Folsom Research, Europe

Het eenspan 16 8332 JG Steenwijk The Netherlands
+31 521 522737 Fax +31 521 522775

for visit Nww.folsom.com

Folsom
RESEARCH

Folsom Research, USA
11101-A Trade Center Drive, Rancho Cordova, CA 95070

1888 4114 7720 910 859 7505 Fax 910 859 2515

Automation
software
BY JOHN LUFF
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For the next four months this
column will focus on four interrelated and interdependent
areas of television technology: automa-

of operations differing in scale and
complexity. At one end of the spectrum are products suited to large op-

tion software, data archive systems,
newsroom automation systems and

erations, like DirecTV or EchoStar in
North America, or BSkyB in Europe.
These DBS operations handle the in-

media asset management systems. Each

gest and playback of hundreds of

one of these topics is represented by
manufacturers with specific expertise,

channels in one facility. The needs of

but all of these areas of technology are
dependent on other classes of products
to automate portions of the operations

tolerant of potential faults.
The monitoring of such a complex
system by a small number of operators
requires a different type of operator
interface, one that can easily highlight
potential faults and missing media and
bring the details to the foreground of
the operator's attention. One might, for

at a television broadcast plant. This

A full -service television broadcaster used to worry
about only one outgoing program

month the topic covers the first of the
four, which is sometimes misunder-

the air log are unique to the type of instance, have a simple monitor screen

stood as a monolithic single -product industry. To the contrary, the spectrum of
offerings is quite broad and leaves plenty

of room for manufacturers to define a
niche and fill it well.

In the most general sense, automa-

continuity string they manage, which

often has fewer unique events per
stream than a large -market television
operation. Also, the portion of daily
operations that is conducted live is
more restricted. To be suitable for such

with many channels displayed with a
minimum of information about each.
When a fault occurs the channel requir-

ing attention could be brought to full
screen with all the detail about the status and potential current fault, or abnormal condition sensed for later in the

air log. Some manufacturers have de-

signed "heads up displays" that put
essential information over the output
video in a bid to simplify the visual field

of the operators.
A full -service television broadcaster
used to worry about only one outgoing program. In the last decade many
local stations have taken on regional
feeds for cable channels (usually news,

but not always), complicating the

Sundance Digital's FastBreak automation system at KCBA in Salinas, CA,
as part of a centralcasting solution. Broadcasters generally should choose
an automation system based on the unique needs of their operations. Photo
by John Lanning.

tion is used to simplify the recording
and playback of television programming for on -air operations. Software
products are thus needed for a range
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an operation, an automation system
would need to be highly scalable and

provide redundant databases and
hardware to insure the system is quite

broadcastengineering.com

single -stream operation. While such
situations are abnormal, it is no longer
unusual to have duopolies or LMAs
operating in one building with multiple outputs. A two -stream operation
is considerably easier to monitor and
control, with the simplest case being
two logs on two separate screens, or
perhaps two logs on one screen. It is
quite normal for a single operator to
man the control point during non -live
programming, though live sports may
well require more attention than one
operator can give to two outputs.
FEBRUARY 2002

*Announcing a
technological breakthrough:

A serial digital interface
audio video delay.

Delaying everything for up to 10 seconds is as easy as pushing a
button. Delaying everything for as long as an additional 20 seconds
is also an option.

The new D I Pipeline is Prime Image's popular Pipeline
audio/video delay device, but with a serial digital irterface. D1
Pipeline features 10 -bit video processing, with primary as well as an
auxiliary/alternate video inp-it. Audio processing is 24 -tit, with four
channels in and out; select AES/EBU, digital or analog. Four auxiliary/alternate audio channels (also AES/EBU, digital analog) can be
switched with, or independent of, auxiliary video. All that, in a rack mounted unit just 2U high.

.t D1 Pipeline. It's about time - delaying it, utilizing the latest
high-speed computer technology.

See us at NAB, booth # L12253

The Digital Video People
rTel (408) 867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294
www.primeimageinc.com
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At the far end of the scale are systems simply intended to manage spot
inventory and playback. The system
does not handle program content, and

cn

Then there is recording of media,

often is sold bundled with a video

which is assumed, but may not be focused on during initial evaluations of
products or product families. Ingesting spots to a server is not trivial by

a03 cost is low this may well suffice to in-

server. In small markets where labor

any means. There are serious ques-

crease the reliability of spot playback
over aging video cart machines, which
are not well supported today.

so that the traffic system air log can
be easily tied to the database of spots.
The system must provide a method of

V

a
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tions about how to set up the database

M EC

BROADCAST SYSTEMS

handling kill dates and purging media that is no longer needed. Some of
that information can be gathered from
the traffic system, but caution is always
advisable. If a spot will be run for only

four weeks in the current buy, that
doesn't mean it will never again be
used. Human intelligence may provide
better guidance in some cases.
There is a broader question on the input side of a system, though. Assuming
program content is to be automated, one
must get complete detailed and accurate
information into the automation system
database about each program and each
segment. The metadata needed certainly
includes items like the program series,

episode name and number, and start
and end of message for each segment.
The traffic log may have approximate
timings delivered by the network or syn-

40 Years of engineering
expertise built into euery
Radamec Robotic System

dicator, but the precise times could be
many seconds off. If the content must
be acquired by satellite it is appropriate
to have the automation system control
the dishes and tune the receivers. Unfortunately, not all systems have satellite

recording modules as standard equipment or even as options. Some vendors
offer satellite packages that are closely

coupled external modules purchased
from a third party. While not necessarily a problem, you should be cautious when asking about support for
such packages.

What about the software and hardware itself? In this age where labor is
cut short it seems prudent to look hard
at the options for redundant hardware.
This might mean backup computers
running in parallel as the ultimate in
protection. Some vendors utilize stand-

The Leader in Broadcast Robotic Camera Systems and Virtual Set
Clients Include:

.,,

a, 1111W, ROM The Weather mut QUC, The United, Oat
Tht 1!

s cm)* Thp 11 S HM
OP

R

esentatimK

alone device control engines for connecting to VTRs, servers and switchers. Connecting multiple control engines to a single source requires effective switching of remote control lines

without introducing a new failure

THE QUIKITY FILTERHHTIUE

1-877 WINK

www.RadamecBroadcast.co

mode. In addition to control hardware
and automation engine redundancy, it
is wise to look carefully at a strategy for

redundant databases of automation in-

formation. A name brand computer
may make you more comfortable, but
most vendors utilize industrial com-
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360 Systems Announces

TAM

no

Say Goodbye to Sneaker -Net.
360 Systems' new Ethernet Audio system
delivers audio where you want it,
when you want it.
Our advanced DigiCart/E is the key part of
the Ethernet Audio network. It provides
both local and networked audio
storage, an excellent set of
production tools, and familiar
operating controls. Features
include record, play, edit, playlists
and even programmable Hot Keys.
With DigiCart/E enjoy the freedom
of audio that's instantly available anywhere
in your facility.
The new DigiCart/E protects your existing
investment in DigiCart II recorders.
It's 100% file -compatible,
100% disk -compatible,
and even uses the same
serial control commands.

With Ethernet Audio it's easy to attach
other workstations to the network. Now
you can share your important production
audio, download files from the web, and
move content across the room or across
the country.

DigiCart/E Ethernet AudioTM Recorder

Ethernet Audio delivers big improvements
in speed and convenience - all at a price
that makes sense.

Interested? Visit our web site for more
information on Ethernet Audio.

360 Systems 5321 Sterling Center Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Tel (818) 991-0360

E-mail: info@360systems.com

Ô1iS.COffl®

str1k1)

360 Systems. DigiCart and Ethernet Audio are trademarks or registered trademark; of 360 Systems in the U.S.. and/or foreign countries. Advance information subject to change without notice.
Products may not be available in some countries. 0 2001 360 Systems.

Compact Unit
Compact Price*

T

'n Iran Rion

I

puters, or house brand preferences without allowing the user

to choose the brand. This permits the vendor to offer simplified support for fewer devices with a staff less skilled in
general support of complex computers, but leaves the customer at the mercy of the vendor's support department. It
is wise to ask loads of questions about support, for it is one
of the defining differences among many vendor choices.

The motives behind instituting automation often begin and

emLwitlimmey.
In general, most automation vendors support all popular products for playback, record, switching and ancillary
functions like EAS and other requirements. It is wise to
carefully go over the list of devices you anticipate with a
vendor to be sure they have interfaced to your specific
choices in the past. If they have not, get a specific quote on
the custom work, in writing.
Economics rule the day in many operations, and indeed
the motives behind instituting automation often begin and

*) From
$ 944.00
excl. tax

end with money. Believe it or not, even with a single -stream

MSD100-Series Master Stereo
Displays
Phasemeter Audio Vector
Oscilloscope Level Meter w/6
selectable PPMNU scales

Selecable reference level LED
Overload Indicator Peak Hold
Digital Data Readout (100AES
c

only)
FFT and 1/3 -octave
Spectrum Analyser (100T and
100 AES only)

For further information please visit
www.dk-audio.com, or feel free to
order a leaflet at jdt@dk-audio.com

station the costs can vary by a factor of 25. Systems for
simple operations can be purchased for under $10,000, or
over a quarter of a million. The system may be a one-time
purchase with annual maintenance as an option, or the
client may only lease the software and continue to pay forever. Choose the package carefully. Cheap does not always

win, but neither does buying the most expensive system
always get you the protection you need.
The options are many, but when coupled to other pieces
of the puzzle the options in some cases become narrower.
In the next installment I will discuss archive systems, a topic

that becomes more important as the industry swings away
from linear tape and into the tapeless world.
BE
John Luff is vice president of business development for AZCAR.
SEND

Send questions and comments to: john__luff@primediabusiness.com

See our
Broadcast
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Fax: (602) 765-1473 www.dk-audio.com
jdt @dk-audio.com
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DK-Audio America Inc.
4417 East Villa Rita Drive Phoenix, AZ 85032 USA
Call Toll -Free: +1 (800) 421-0888 Tel: (602) 765-0532
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Laird
is the
World Leader
in Broadcast
Quality
FireWire
Media
Conversion.
Time Base Correction Not Required !
RS170A Sub Carrier Lock - Horizontal Stable (SCH) !

AVID 'A' Certified

LAIRD'
TCEIA"IA

For More Information
800-898-0759 FAX 845-339-0231

www.lairdtelemedia.com

BROADCASTERS'
INFRASTRUCTURE

2001 Laird Telemedia. FireWire is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. AVID is a registered trademark of Atod Technology.
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VOD PRODUCT FAMILY
Path 1 Network Technologies Cx1400 video on
demand series: designed to bridge the IP-based optical
fiber GAM -based hybrid fiber coax distribution network;
receives up to 90 IP-encapsulated MPEG-2 single
transport streams; interoperable with standard IP
switching equipment; the built-in program clock reference correction mechanism supports re -multiplexing of
SPTS into MPTS; automatically regenerates MPEG-2
tables.

I-

871-663-7284; www.pathl.net

c.)

VIDEO EDITING
SOLUTION

0

0
cc
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Pinnacle Systems Studio
Deluxe: includes a PCIboard, Studio 7 software,
and a small breakout box;
can use either an analog or
DV camcorder; captures footage; uses
three different editing techniques; add music,
titles, transitions and voice-overs; output video on VHS
tape, CD or burn to DVD.
650-526-1600; Fax: 650-526-1601; www.pinnaclesys.com

ROUTER CONTROL SYSTEM
SOFTWARE
Thomson Multimedia
Jupiter Configurator 6.2:
makes settings and
modifies entries; includes
automatic data entry of
required fields and
automatic updates of
related data; features drop -down menus for data entry;
edit quickly with fill down, fill right, increment down and
increment right program; has a quick find utility; includes
open validation and automatic validation of all tables;
identifies errors immediately.
+33 1 34 20 70 00; Fax: +33 1 34 20 70 47
www.thomsonbroadcast.com

DTV MODULATOR
Zenith Electronics DTVMOD30: creates an 8-VSB
Trellis -encoded signal from an ATSC MPEG-encoded bit
stream; signal uses a standard 44 MHz intermediate
frequency output; features Trellis -encoded modulation, a
SMPTE 310M standard bit stream input and a microprocessor control on board; pre -correction circuits are built
into the system.

UNIVERSAL

TELEPHONE

AUDIO INTERFACE
JK Audio ComPack: a 1.5 pound
single pack that provides audio
connections to analog phone
lines; plugs into an RJ-11 jack; go
off -hook and dial or answer an
incoming call; inputs a female XLR; includes 10001/ and
mic/line switchable with 3.5 mm line input; outputs a male
XLR, with 60011 balanced in phone mix output mode; has
a bi-directional unbalanced intercom mode.
815-186-2929; Fax: 815-786-8502; www.jkaudio.com

LOW DELAY MPEG-2 ENCODER
Standard Communications L1000 low
delay encoder/
modulator: features
encoding delay of
less than 100m per
second in either 4:2:2
or 4:2:0 format;
dissipates 18 watts of power on AC or batter operation; is
suitable for truck, helicopter, motorcycle, car and flyaway systems; rugged design eliminates bump -induced
microphonics; inputs can be SDI, analog video and
stereo audio; outputs include DVB ASI or QPSK format;
can be manually controlled from the front panel, remotely controlled via RS -232 serial port or by use of an
optional infrared remote control.
800-745-2445; Fax: 310-532-0397; www.standardcomm.com

CAMERA
HEAD
Motion Picture
Marine Hydro
Gyro: digitally
stabilized for sea, land and
air operations, including
boat -to -boat filming, camera
car, crane arm and helicopters;
unit weighs 30 pounds for normal hands-on
camera control.
310-822-1100; Fax: 310-822-2679
www.motionpicturemarine.com

847-391-7000; 847-391-7253; www.zenith.com
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Looks Great -

When technology changes, companies are not

judged by how fast they react, but more
importantly, by how far ahead they act. For
nearly forty years Winsted has anticipated every

major change in technology and provided the
right technical furniture at the right time. Our
new SLIMLINE consoles are a good example.
They maximize the space -saving advantages of

When you're ready to

SAVE
SPACE
with flat screens, so are we.

today's flat screen monitors by offering the
smallest footprint in the industry.

Whether you need a simple console, or a
complete command center - custom designed, or
a modular system from stock, Winsted products are
up-to-date and time -tested. Visit our informative
new web site at: www.winsted.com or call us toll
free at 800-447-2257.

Preferred by Professionals Worldwide®

GLOOM

WIRELESS SYSTEMS
Shure ULX Standard and ULX
Professional UHF wireless systems: designed for both live performances and systems integration
applications; operate between 554

"5100" Series

MHz and 865 MHz; offers up to 1440

selectable frequencies that are
organized into pre-programming
groups; with the groups, users can set up
and operate up to 20 compatible systems simultaneously;
includes Predictive Diversity circuitry, which eliminates RF dropout and multifunction liquid crystal displays for monitoring group/channel selection,
battery level and TV channel; can scan all frequency groups to locate the
one with the maximum number of compatible frequencies; features frequency and volume lockout, advanced front panel controls, indicators for RF
signal strength, furnished rack hardware, remote mountable 1/2 wave antennas and an extruded metal chassis.
841-866-2200; www.shure.com

VIDEO SERVER SYSTEM
SeaChange International Broadcast
MediaCluster System's Digital Jog and

LX -5112

LX -5105

The LX -"5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand -Alone or Impulse Clocks.

These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:
Self -setting time code
readers
5", 12" & 16" models
Sweep & Step second
hand modes
Lighted Dial and Rack
Mount options
Time Zone Offset
3 Year Warranty

Shuttle: segments existing video clips;
eliminates the "tape -based" need to locate,
load and stream videotape to segment
programming; reduces the process of
segmenting programs recorded into multiple
VTRs, marked and then ingested back into a
video server; eliminates the need for
manual operation of the record VTRs by
ingesting directly into the Broadcast MediaCluster.
978-891-0100; Fax: 918-891-0132; www.seachangeinternational.com

VIRTUAL SET
SimpleSet.com SimpleSet:
download different virtual
sets for use in broadcast
news and entertainment
from the Internet; technology is compatible with
existing nonlinear edit
suites, desktop editing tools
and compositing systems;
consists of a virtual set with
four camera angles,
thematic crawling walls and
3D objects; customized SimpleSets are available for specific needs.
866-626-2290; www.simnlesetcom

NAB Booth # L5227

www.ese-web.com
310-322-2136 FAX 310-322-8127
142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA
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Second -To -None

Resolution from Leader

orscope
With True Instrument ion RT Clarity

Side -By -Side WaveforoN
Multi -Format HD -SDI & HD -Analog

Auto Detection, Setup & Display of 1
HD -SDI Formats

HD -SDI Monitor Includes 720p, 1080'
and 1035i

Dual Displays for Simultaneous
IN

Viewing
ff
Digital Data Dump and Error LogS,,
are Exportable

Gamut Error Mittnitoring of GBR
Components
Waveform, V or, Picture, Audio and
Hex Data Dis ay Mocks.
Strobe of 1-1 Lines to Picture Monitor
Output
Full Line Sel ct Field 1 2 or All

Analog Au o Lissajous Display
HD -SDI Ey Pattern Display Optional

High Quality 10 Bit Picture Monitor
Output
Equivalent Cable Length Measi,irement

(0P71)
III SD -SDI M rotor and Eye Pattern
tional (0P70)
Display

For a free dem nstration in yo r facility call:

1 (800) 645-5

4 I wwiti eaderUSA.com

La

R

FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW
THE DIFFERENCE

See us at NAB Booth # L6145

e-mail: sales@teaderUSA.com
6484 Commerce Drive, Cypress, CA 90630 Tel: (714) 527-9300 Fax: (714) 527-7490
Regional Offices: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York

N. w Prott
LOUDSPEAKER
CONNECTORS

DIGITAL NEWSROOM
SYSTEM

Neutrik NL4Fx Speakon SPX series:
connectors feature a higher current
rating; amplifiers carry more than
1000 watts; change easily and quickly
from a straight connector to the right-angle
version, without disconnecting the cable;
offers increased power handling, connection
security and flexibility; consists of only three parts; can
be ordered with boots with choice of

Avid Unity for News: offers real-time shared
storage for up to 50 high -resolution editing
workstations; editors can locate and use
media as soon as it is recorded; features bidirectional background file
movement for simultaneous
ingest and play -to -air; system
in use at ZDF (Mainz and
Berlin, Germany) newsroom.

olpfive colors for instant identification;
new adapter twist double locks on
one end to convert female -to -female
cable into female -to -male cable.

800 -949 -AVID; Fax: 978-640D10101101

MPEG-2 ENCODER

423-237-2424; Fax: 423-232-5393; www.neutrik.com

ELECTRONIC NEWS
PRODUCTION SYSTEM
ENPS AP's Electronic News Production System: allows
maximum screen space so windows never get "lost";
includes a briefing function for finding anything, anywhere
with a single search; features a prior version history to
automatically keep and track changes to public scripts, a
what -you -see -is -what -you -get character generator
control and private work areas for each user and public

1366; www.avid.com

Vela Argus LC Encoder: MPEG-2 encoder provides
real-time 4:2:0 multiplexing of transport, program and
system streams from analog video and audio inputs;
features multi -board and full D1 video support; includes a
batch mode for automatic encoding of multiple clips;
supports PAL or NTSC video formats; pause and resume
encoding for multi -tape sources; features MPEG-2
encoding bit rates up to 15 Mbits/s, two -channel and
analog audio.
727-507-5300; Fax: 727-507-5310; www.vela.com

areas for groups; supports up to 64 high-speed news wire
inputs; imports from numerous file formats.
202-736-9688; www.enps.com

D
LESS WEIGHT.

MORE POWER.

Capacity: 82Wh/5.7Ah
Mean voltage: 14.4V

Weight: 1.871bs (700g)
Dimensions: 3.4"(W) x 5.6"(H) x 1.971(D)

0111111

For more information on IDX products, Please contact us at
11)X System Technoloo
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Tel: (310)891-2800 / Fax: (310)891-3600 Web Site: www.idx.tv / Email: idx.usaPidx.tv
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i-stations
The future of digital intercom
Modular Configurable Expandable How many keys do you reed in each position? What
features do you require? The new i-stations for Matrix Plus digital intercom systems have the answer.
With display and non -display modules, 16 -button keypad module, level -control module and more,
you have access to a wide variety of "custom" stations that you can configure and expand as desired.

i-stations offer up to 32 keys in 1 -RU, with backlit displays and indivilually variable levels for each
key. The keypad module provides extensive programming capability and lirect DTMF
For the best in production communications, key in to the i-stations!

Clear-Com

r' Intercom Systems
© 2002 Clear -Corn Intercom Systems

I

510-496-6666

I

fax 510-496-6699

www.clearcom.com

The digital
landscape is
changing.

Stay informed.

SLIM-LINE CONSOLES
Winsted Corp. Prestige Slim -Line Console: steel console designed for
flat screen monitors used in command and control centers, network
operating centers and broadcast control rooms; work surface can be
formed to any shape or size; includes cutouts for adjustable keyboard
shelves; components are interchangeable for complete flexibility in
console configuration.
952-944-9050; Fax: 952-944-1546; www.winsted.com

HANDHELD
MPEG TEST

TOOL

Tektronix AD920: battery powered MPEG transport
stream confidence tester
reduces downtime, provides
faster installation time and
identifies faults; designed to
ensure quality and reliability
in networks that distribute
video, audio and data in digital formats; analyzes transport streams at up to
100 Mbits/s.
800-426-2200; Fax: 503-222-1542; www.tektronix.com

SPECTRUM

ANALYZER

Morrow Technologies
VigilCom Remote Spectrum Analyzer: can be
Get the information you need to
make informed decisions.
Broadcast Engineering. The must -

read publication of digital

installed anywhere;
frequency range is 60 to 80
MHz; analyzer is a compact 8.5 x 9.85 x 1.625 and weighs less than 51b;
operates from any location in the world via LAN, modem or the Internet;
includes a virtual spectrum analyzer front panel that allows users to view and
control spectrum displays in real time.

television. Visit our Web site

727-531-4000; Fax: 727-531-3531; www.morrowcorp.com

today for a free subscription.
www.broadcastengineering.com
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2002 Goals For Broadcasting:
Increase Revenues

Improve Productivity

-7 Reduce Costs

We suggest you look for a company that:
Centralization might be the answer, but who is
positioned to look at your complete operation?

Asks what you expect to achieve
Begins with a return -on -investment analysis

Develops workflow plans to optimize all aspects
of your operation
Looks at the full range of options for centralized
broadcasting -- from automation to sales, traffic,
programming, and content management
Understands a variety of centralization and
dist'ibuted operation models.
Acts as your partner, even after the job is dcne

Works with station groups and networks around
the world to implement centralized,distributed,
anc multichannel operations

Who understands your business needs?
Encoda Systems delivers the benefits of centralization,
from business systems to playout:

Traffic Central
Improve inventory management - tighter
controls and knowledge of sell-out levels and
rates can increase revenues

Improve reporting - ensure stations get
maximum rates

Improve staff efficiency in performing basic
furctions - copy, order entry, log schedulirg

Automation Central
Remember, centralization isn't only about
implementing the latest technology, it's about
mee:ing business goals and objectives. We can
advise you where it wi I be advantageous to
cent-alize, anc where not to centralize. Never
implement technology for technology's sake implement it where it makes business sense.
Most importantly, we out a value on the plan in
tern -,s of your return cn investment.

Pursue full centralization or a range of distributed
automation models (dayparts, multiple
geographic locations, etc.)

Save on equipment costs through a imination
of redundant equipment
Manage archives of content whether
centralized or d stributed

Programming Central
Improve buying power with group buys
Central control management of contracts

Optimize scheduling and asset amorization
Simplify rights management

Encoda Systems

To learn more, contact our headquarters

at 303.237.4000 or visit us on-line at

www.encodasystems.com

Nw Prop

I

ROUTER/CONSOLE

ID

Auditronics ALM-12d: includes 12 -input faders and two
caller faders; features four mic
preamps, control room and
studio monitoring, built-in
cue and headphone
amplifiers; CE compliant; has sample rate
converters on all
digital inputs; includes
digital domain meters and four
mix -minus outputs; supports two callers;
features LED illumination and bright dot matrix alpha
displays; is field serviceable; has a 24 -bit A>D and D>A.
252-638-7000;252-635-4851; www.auditronics.com

REAL-TIME VIDEO

CC

O.

EDITOR

Laird Telemedia Dvora: professional real-time turnkey hardware
system integrates and optimizes
for video edit software of choice;
features all aluminum nonmagnetic silver cabinet with
advanced air handling system;
includes an integrated compo-

2

nent, a native DV IEEE 1394,
composite (BNC), YC and balanced audio (XLR) I/0s; is horizontally stable; RS170A SCH locked
DV signal output; has an optional

1RU broadcast professional steel breakout box; includes
professional media manager keyboard and optical
mouse.
800-898-0159; 845-339-0231; www.lairdtelemedia.com

11

I

NOW SHIPPING
r7IMINI2

COMBINATION
cs)

I"

3D COMPOSITOR

Boris FX Boris RED 2.1: offers expanded host
application support, faster 3D rendering and
interface improvements to enhance
productivity; includes new buttons
for one -click creation of new tracks,
3D and tite containers, vector text
pages and user defined filters;
features shortcuts for adding drop
shadows, reflection maps, wireframe view and
motion paths.
611-451-9900; www.BorisFX.com

PROTOCOL TRANSLATOR
Leitch Technology CCS router
gateway: capable of supporting up
to 20 users on a network; users can
configure and control any Leitch
routing system over Ethernet;
connects to a Leitch routing system;
provides Ethernet connectivity for
Leitch's Command Control System applications.
800-428-6627; Fax: 416-445-4308; www.Ieitch.com

Number One in News and Sport
Quantel is now the world's number one supplier of digital news systems, with more stat ons
on air than any other manufacturer. Why not let Quantel's award -winning technology,
worldwide support and years of experience in the news business keep you out in front.
Find out more at www.quantel.com/news2

0

Quantel
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Power
printed

beyond the

INMAN
Our ability to help
you solve business
problems extends

beyond the great
editorial in

this publication...

PRIMEDIA
Business Magazines & Media
PrimediaBusiness.com

E -Mail

Newsletters.
Get the news you need,

as it happens. Sign up for a

subscription to one of our
e-mail newsletters. Go to
PrimediaBusiness.com and

click on "I want to subscribe
to a newsletter." Or, sponsor

one of our targeted newsletters
to reach buyers in your
market. Contact Rob Shore
(rshore@primediabusiness.corn

or 212-204-2622).

Amplified
coverage.
Every Primedia Business

publication has a Web
site with relevant news and

additional resources. Go to
PrimediaBusiness.com

and click through to the
publications you're
interested in.

Supplier
Directory.
Find a product or service
in our multi -industry

Supplier Directory. Go to
Primed iaBusiness .com

and click on the Supplier
Directory link.

Custom online

"special reports."
Our editorial content and

your sponsorship can help
you increase your sales.
Contact Christina Julian
(cjulian@primediabusiness.corn

or 212-204-1411).

Banners.
Properly created and

targeted Web banners can
actually be incredibly effective.

Target by audience or

content. Contact Rob Shore
(rshore@primediabusiness.corn

or 212-204-2622).

Industry news,
delivered.
Get the latest industry specific news automatically
delivered fresh to your
corporate Web site,

intranet or extranet. Go to
PrimediaBusiness.conn

arc check out Primedia
Insight newswire.

Flower
printed

beyond the

word.

We can connect you with
the exact buyers you're
looking for or brine you
the information you need

to win in today's markets.

Click or call tocay to
tap into the power of
Primedia Business.

PRIMEDIA
Business Magazines & Media
PrimediaBusiness.com

Cri
W.C)

Q.)

Convergence is tomorrow's change agent.
Conferences: April 6-11, 2002 Exhibits: April 8-11 Las Vegas, Nevada USA

Featured industry leaders include:
Marc Andreessen
Chairman of Loudcloud, Inc.
and Co -Founder of Netscape,
New Media Keynote

This April NAB2002 will place an incredible
range of Electronic Media's biggest hitters
and latest technologies at your fingertips -

and in one location. In addition to over
1,400 performance -boosting exhibits, we're

offering over 150 educational sessions in

our Conference Program - Broadcast
Robert X. Cringely
Technology columnist
and best-selling author
"Accidental Empires':
Technology Luncheon Keynote

W. Kenneth Ferree
Chief, Media Bureau Federal
Communications Commission

Rowan & Martin's Laugh -In
Television Recipient,
NAB Broadcasting Hall of Fame

Engineering, Radio Management, Radio
Advertising Bureau Sales & Marketing,
Televisian Management, NAB Xstream,
New Media Professionals, Satellite &
Telecommunications, Business Law &
Regulation and International Track.
Attend our special Conference events
where we'll learn from and celebrate
industry leaders!
Enhar ce your NAB experience with our three
New and engaging Seminars/Workshops:

VA raw*
cinema

Dick Orkin

United Intartainment Media

Radio Recipient,
NAB Broadcasting Hall of Fame

Digital Video
Production Workshop,

Digital Cinema
Summit and

Projection & Display
Marketing Conference!

For more information, visit
www.nab.org/conventions/nab2002

Electronic Media
NAB20U2 www.nab.org/conventions/rab2002
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Broadcast Engineering is not responsible
for errors in the Advertisers Index.

WEST

Page

Duane Hefner
(818) 707-6476; Fax: (818) 707-2313

dnhefner@pacbell.net

Josh Gordon

AJA Video
Avid Technology
B&H Photo -Video
Broadcast Software
Calrec Audio Ltd.
Clear-Com

(718)802-0488; Fax: (718) 522-4751

Copper

Chuck Bolkcom
(775) 852-1290; Fax: (775) 852-1291
chuckbolk@aol.com

EAST
jgordon5@bellatlantic.net

EAST/MIDWEST
Joanne Melton

(212) 462-3344; Fax: (212 ) 206-3618

joanne melton @primediabusiness.com

INTERNATIONAL
Richard Woolley

+44 (0) 1295 278407
Fax: +44 (0) 1295 278408

richardwoolley@compuserve.com
Tony Chapman
+44 (0) 1635 578874
Fax: +44 (0) 1635 578874

ARCintect@aol.com

ISRAEL

Asa Talbar
Talbar Media
+972-3-5629565; Fax: +972-3-5629567
talbar@inter.net.il

REPRINTS

Reprint Management Resources
(717)399-1900; Fax:(717)399-8900

JAPAN

MediaHouse, Inc.
Noriko Osada
+81-3 3222-7811; Fax: +81-3 3234-1143
mediahouse@mideahs.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
OVERLAND PARK, KS
Jennifer Shafer
P.O. Box 12901

Overland Park, KS 66282
(800) 896-9939; (913)967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735

LIST RENTAL SERVICES

Lisa Dinkel
9800 Metcalf
Overland Park, KS 66212-2215
(913) 967-1872 Fax: (913) 967-1897

Customer Service:

913-967-1707 or 800-441-0294

Development

(ISSN 0007-1994) is published monthly and mailed

free to qualified persons by Primedia Business,
9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS 66212-2216. Period-

icals postage paid at Shawnee Mission, KS, and
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When in New York City
Be Sure To Visit Our

Supergore-

420 Ninth Ave.

For Orders Cc!'

:Fare and Mail -Order Hours -

800-947-9928 212-444-5028

Between 33(d & 34th Streets,

or Fax (24 Hours):

Sur. 10-5, Mon. thru Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-1, Sat. Closed

New York, N.Y. 10001 800-947-7008 212-239-7770

We Ship Worldwide

PATCH ME IN!
Feed your mixer to a bunch of stuff with PATCHBOX!

4

PATCHBOX is a "passive DA" that gives you 11 stereo
outputs! 5 balanced and 6 unbalanced outputs can
feed DATs, sound cards, tape decks, efx loops, VCRs,
dub racks. XLR, 1/4", and RCA outputs can all be used
without interaction or signal degradation.

HENRY
VII

only $195. IN STOCK at all Henry Engineering dealers.
For detailed info, visit www.henryeng.com

TALLY
MAPPERTM

Tel: 626.355.3656 hax:626.355.0077

HORITA
Sure, we could build a sunroof
into our SCT-50, but do you
really need one?

Tally Routing & Mapping
One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

ENGINEERING

Place your
business on

top of the world
with 45,000+

worldwide
HORITA
SCT-50

14:12:25

03-17-01

circulation!
Advertise in
Engineering!

The Simple Way to Add
Titles/Captions & Time/Date to
Video - SCT-50 - $329

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

Stand alone or RS232 controlled 'Industrial
CG" adds up to 9 lines of 20 characters
each of text/symbols. Change size,
contrast, background, position, etc.
Time display can include tenths of seconds.
Individual or group control of up to 99 units
using a single RS232 port.
Includes easy to use DOS "pop-up" screen
editor that maintains 100 separate screens.
Battery backed -up internal clock -calendar.

Unconditionally Guaranteed

Video dIlle'
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

HORITA
Stuff You Can Use'

erforrnance

uality eliability implicity

Contact your local video dealer or
call (949)489-0240 www.horita.corn

See us at NAB Booth #L11961

www.broadcastengineering.com
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JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.

NETCOM

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
TECHNOLOGY /MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES

2684 State Route 60 RD 61
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES

EMAIL bgilmereallnel.com

20 EAST KENNEDY ST. HACKENSACK, NJ 07601

& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
Phone (309)673-7511 FAX (309) 673-8128
www.dlmarkley.com
Member AFCCE

Call 800-896-9939

Classifieds
Services

Classifieds
For Sale
VIDEO EDIT SUITES
114.0. dad* SP dl or,

WOODSHOP QUALITY!
STANDARD OR CUSTOM!
BUDGET OR PREMIUM!
by SPACEWISE®

VIDEOIVAISFRISPUT/01V
High Quality
Mini Pack Size
Mounting Ears or
Drop Down Use

NA

mm

.14.

email@ gmzelectronIca.com

111111111111110012

4,

iSIR

The NLE Buyers Guide
A buyers guide to nonlinear video
editing systems and disk recorders /
servers for editing with a searchable
database of over 200 I roducts
http://NLEguide.com

D.L. MARKLEY

Frequency discounts available.

ir

800-775-3660 info@spacewise.com

oin

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
Service & calibration of broadcast test
& measurement equipment, analog &

digital. For information call our toll
free number:1-877-438-2880

Classifieds

IkkonAt 0111140/1.$ MY,

L

Rack Screws - Standard phillips truss

For Sale

head screws, hex and round head
thumb screws and unique "quick
mount" rack equipment fasteners. All
are heat treated and black oxide
coated. Wholesale prices. Same day
shipping. Order online or call (800)
475-7711. Rack Release Systems www.rackrelease.com

LWAIlsperitosc.
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES

Vocal Booths
Broadcast Booths
etc...

2207 RINGS...n.1 DR
ATLANTA. GA 30345

TEL 17701414-9952
FAX 17701493.742 I

FAX: (2011 968-0688

business card here?
Only $172 per insertion.

41* rin ASP irlio

PRESIDENT

(201) 968-0684

Why not run your

411100.

BRAD GILMER

CABLE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL. RACKS

Studio Exchange
Maximum Flexibility in a Compact Unit

PH: 423-585-5827
FAX: 423-585-5831

E-MAIL whisperalcs.com
WEB SITE:

www.whisperroom.com
116 S. Sugar Hollow Road
Monsstown, Tennessee 37813

AcousticsFirst

SON Y
rM

Tr,,c'ti,,,Fbr:re 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Used Digital Production &
Broadcast Equipment
(210) 363-7800
www.staffel.net

FEBRUARY 2002

Authorized

Professional
Reseller

Broadcast Video Equipment-New & Used

Buy Sell
015-840-1351

Trade

Web Store Service

Fax -6113-840-054

www.otudio-exchange.com

broadcastengineering.com 1 15
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Engineer the Start of a
New Career with EchoStar

EchoStar is the fastest -growing satellite provider in the nation! Our Digital Satellite

Broadcast Centers are changing the way the world communicates by providing
innovative technology, quality products and dynamic services. Opportunities exist
now for the following positions:

Broadcast Engineers - (Gilbert, AZ, and Cheyenne, wy)
Video Maintenance Technicians - (Gilbert, AZ)
Field Engineers - Head End - (Nationwide)
Master Control Operators - (Gilbert, AZ, and Cheyenne, 1W)
Earth Station Technicians - (Gilbert, AZ)
To learn more about these and other career opportunities, visit our website
www.dishnetwork.com.

a-

To apply, please send your resume and salary history to: EchoStar, Attn:
Human Resources, 530 EchoStar Drive, Cheyenne, wy 82007; or e-mail:
HR.Cheyenne@Echostar.com.

For our Gilbert Facility, send your resume to: HR.Gilbert@Echostar.com.
Or you can fax your resume to: 307-633-5633.
EOE/Pre-Employment
r e Screening Required

insertion, with frequency discounts available. There is a one inch minimum.

Ads may also be purchased By -The Word for $2.35 per word, per insertion.
Initials and abbreviations count as full
words. Minimum charge is $5000 per insertion. Frequency discounts and
reader service numbers not available
for by -the -word classified space.

One additional color is available at
$110°° per insertion. Color is determined by publisher at time of imposition.

Broadcast Engineering will reproduce
business cards in a special advertising
section of professional services for the

broadcast industry. Cost is $170° per
insertion, black and white reproduction
only.

Blind Box ads (replies sent to Broadcast Engineering for forwarding) are an
additional $50°°. In addition, company
will be listed in the Advertisers' Index.

No agency commission will be paid
on classified place. No prepayment is
required.

ENGINEERING

MANAGER

BROADCAST TECHNICIAN:

AT&T

Responsibilities
include
technical
supervision
of
two
broadcast
maintenance engineering departments;

Broadband is offering an exciting
opportunity
for
a
qualified

develop and oversee broadcast and

Engineering team as a Broadcast

production

installation

projects.

Coordinate manpower and expedite
assignments. Generate and maintain
CAD wiring diagrams and technical
documentation.

Develop

technical

reports, databases, and spreadsheets.
Research and evaluate broadcast related equipment. Reports to the
Director of Engineering. Candidate

must have a minimum of 5 years
experience in broadcast engineering;

the ability to track and manage details
of multiple
engineering projects;
production and editing systems design
experience; working knowledge of CAD;
effective communications skills, and
the ability to work in a team
environment.
Send
resume
to
direng@turner.com

SALES ENGINEER: Microwave firm
seeks Sales Engineer to market
exciting new Digital Microwave
products to lucrative Western US
territory. Self starters with Broadcast

and or Microwave experience only
please. Generous benefits package
with
20
year
old
company.
e-mail info to dwayotte@mediaone.net

individual

to join a

successful

Technician

to construct and
maintain master control rooms for

the
origination
of
client
programming in a multi -channel
television facility. Responsibilities
Include: Install, maintain and repair all

types of audio and video equipment.
PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS: Associates

degree in electronics or its equivalent.

Three plus years of broadcast video
and audio equipment operation and
repair experience. Knowledge of
analog and digital video and audio
equipment,

including:

To reserve your classified
ad space. call Jennifer Shafer
at 1-800-896-9939 or 913-967-1732
Fax: 913-967-1735

e-mail:

jshafer@primediabusiness.com

Invest your
advertising dollars
where your
prospects invest
their time...

multiple

format videotape machines, video
file servers, Louth and Alamar
automation, routing switchers, and
master control switchers, and
other
associated
equipment
experience.
Experience
in
maintenance and repair of multiple
format
broadcast
videotape
machines.
Send resumes to

Rodney Beelow. Mail: AT&T Digital

Media Centers 4100 E. Dry Creek
Rd.,
3

8

Littleton,
9

8

e -m a Fax:303-486il t o:
CO;

beelow.rodney.o@broadband.att.com
EOE
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A PRIMEDIA Publication

Editorial Director. Brad Dick, bdick@primediabusiness.com

CHIEF ENGINEER: WLNS-Newscenter6
is
looking for a self -motivated,

International Editor. Jerry Walker, jwalker@primediabusiness.com

Technical Editor. Donald Keller, dkeller@primediabusiness.com

Mil

responsible, team player to join our

Sr. Assoc. Editor. Susan Anderson, sanderson@primediabusiness.com
Assoc. Editor: Laura Collins, lacollins@primediabusiness.com

station.

Asst. Editor Chevonn Payton, cpayton@primediabusiness.com

The

successful

candidate

must have a minimum of a four-year
or equivalent
degree,
technical

Asst Editor. Elizabeth Wakeman, ewakeman@primechabusiness.com
Art Director. Robin Morsbach, rmorsbach@primediabusiness.com

Sr. Art Director: Michael J. Knust, niknusteprirnediabusinessccm

experience in television operations
and
Abilities
maintenance.
and
experience should include: Knowledge

Technical Consultants: Computers & Networking - Brad Gilmer
Antennas/Radiation -John H. Battison
Digital Video - Michael Robin
Transmission Facilities - Donald L Markley

of FCC rules and regulations along

Legal - Harry C Martin

with strong project management and
computer skills. Maintenance and

New Technology-John tuff
News Technology Editor - !any Bloomfield
Industry Watcher -Paul McGoldrick

repair of all technical equipment in

New Media - Craig Birkmaier

transmitter facilities/
studio
and
downlink
towers,
satellite
systems.
microwave
transmission
Experience in the following equipment
a plus: Sony Beta SX tape machines
and

International Technology - Sypha
VP Peter May, pmay@primediabusiness.com
Publisher. Dennis Triple, dtriola@primediabusiness.corn

West Coast Sales: Duane Hefner, dnhefner@pacbelinet
East/Midwest Sales: Joanne Melton, jmelton@primediabusiness.com
East Coast Sales: Josh Gordon, jgordon5@bellatlantic.net

and camcorders. Harris Sigma UHF
digital television transmitter, Harris

International Sales: Richard Woolley, richardwoolley@compusenie.com
Japan: Noriko Yoshikawa
Marketing Dir.: Patti McKenna, pmckenna@prirnediabusiness.com

VHF solid state transmitter. Leitch VR300, video file server. Microsoft 98SE,

VP, Production: Thomas Fogarty, tfogartykrimediabusiness.can
Sr. Ad Prod.Coord.: Sonja Shaffer, sshaffer@primediabusiness.com

Sr .Dir. of Production: Curt Pordes, cpordes@primediabusiness.com

NT Operating System. Nortel option

Classified Ad Coord.: Mary Mitchell, mmitchell@primediabusiness.com

VP, Audience Der.: Christine Oldenbrook,

11c phone system. Send their resume

colderibrook@primediabusiness.com

to or contact the following person.

Circulation Dir.: Sheri Gronli, sgronli@primediabusiness.com

Ross Woodstock, WLNS-TV, P.O. Box
40226, Lansing, Ml 48901, (517) 372-

Circulation Mgr.: Gayle Grooms, ggrooms@primediabusiness.com

PRIMEDIA

8262.

Business Magazines & Media

CEO: Timothy M. Andrews, tandrews@primediabusiness.com

President Ronald Wall, rwall@primediabusiness.com
COO: Jack Condon, jcondon@primediabusiness.com

Sr. VP, Integrated Safer Dan Lovinger, dlovinger@primediabusiness.com

ARIZONA STATE
UNIVERSITY

President & CEO: David Term, dferrn@primedia.com

Chief Creative Officer. Craig Reiss, creiss@primedia.com

tbaviatsrry

Broadcast Engineering Chief
KAET is looking for a person with a
strong background in the conversion
to the DTV standards. KAET is in the
promss of converting all primary

broadcast services to SMPTE 259
and 292. KAET-DT is on the air
broadcasting in HD or multiple SD
channels. KAET is preparing to install
servers,
graphics,
video
file
automation and local area networks.
will
be
selected
The
person
responsible for all Studio and
Transmitter maintenance, including
emergency repairs. Will supervise
Engineering
Broadcast
various
personnel in the installation and
broadcast
and
maintenance of
Be
associated network systems.
involved in planning, design and
installation of NTSC, DTV, LAN and

benefits
many
offering
opportunities.
educational

Primedia Inc.
Chairman & CEO: Tom Rogers, trogers@piimedia.com

and
For

complete application information and

Vice Chairman & General Counsel: Beverly (hell, bchell@primetha.com
President Charles McCurdy, cmccurdin@primedia corn

requirements

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS

0-106267

Society of Broadcast Engineers

,iIZONA SPOT

broadcast systems. KAET is on the
campus of Arizona State University

Primedia Business to Business Group -1b fifth Ave. NY, NY 10151

Sustaining Members of:

KAET 0

---

elt 128W

or

SR
see
at www.asu.edu/hr/jobs
Application
www.kaet.asu.edu.

Society of Motion Picture and TV Engineers

deadline is 2/2W02 at 5p.m. or every

Member, American Business Media; Member, BPA International

two weeks thereafter until filled up to 5/
480-965-6512 AAJEOE
29/02.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING, ISSN 0007-1994, is publietd monthly (except
serniffiorshly in May and Delemberl by PRIMEDIA Business Magazines & Media
Ins., MOO Metcalf Ave. Deland Pak KS 66212 (primediabusiness.coml. Current

Let us help
you in the job
search.

and back issues and additional resources, including subscripfion request forms and

an editorial calendar, are available on the World Wide Web at
broadcastengineenng.on.
SUBSCRIPTIONS: Non -qualified persons may subscribe at the following rates:
United States and Canada; one year, $65.00. Qualified and non -qualified persons
in all other countries; one year,

.00 (surface mail); S145.00 lair mail). Subscrip-

tion information: P.O. Bon 12937, Overland Park, KS 66262-2931.

ARCHNES AND MICROFORAt this magazine is available for research and
retrieval of selected archived articles from leading electronic databases and online

seardrservicesincludingFactiva,LaisNexisaidProquest Formicroiormavailability,
contact ProOuest at 000-521-0300 or 734-761-4700, or search the Serials in Micro-

form listings at proquestcom.

REPRINTS: Contact Reprint Management Services IRMS)to purchase quality
custom reprints or e -prints of articles appearing in this publication at 866-2681219, ext. 100(717-399-1900 outside the U.S. and Canada). Obtain quotas and

place orders

online at

reprintbuyer.com or

send

e-mail

to

primediabusinessarmsreprints.com.
PHOTOCOPIES: Authonzatich to photocopy articles for internal corporate, personal,

instructional usemaybeobtainedfrorntheCopyrightClearanceCaterICCC)

at 97B-7504100. Obtain further infomidion at copyrightcom.
PANUNG LISTS: Primedia Business makes portions of our magazine subscriber

lists available to carefully selected companies that offer products and services
directly related to the industries we cover. Subscribers who do not wish toreceive

such mailings should contact the Primedia Business subscriber services at 800
441-0294 or 913-967-1707.
CORPORATE OFFICE: Primedia Business Magazines & Media, 9800 Metcalf,

Overland Park, Kansas 66212.913-341-1300 primediabusiness.com
Copyright 2002, PRIMEDIA Business Magazines &Media Inc. All rights resented.
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Make your
ad stand out!
Try color!
Call Jennifer at
800-896-9939 for
more information.

Check out
www.dmnclassifieds.com
for more career
opportunities!
broadcastengineering.com 1 1 7

AM
I
blue?
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

you surely have to be a real

villain to get into a legal
spat with Disney, an operation we all associate with happiness and

fun, right? But move away from the
ground at Disneyland to the boardroom and there is no mercy given. So
we should not have been surprised at
the lawsuit that flew at ReplayTV and
parent SonicBlue over the ReplayTV

CES in Las Vegas in January 2002.
SonicBlue has lots of friends in the

Attractions" reels. Moviegoers will rebel

music industry as well.
In most legal suits involving technology there is inevitably a challenge for
attorneys to understand what they are

nized as totally counterproductive...

saying. In this case there is a fundamen-

tal misunderstanding of what the case
is about, and one has to hope that if the

and the advertising will then be recog-

everywhere but the concession stand.
If, instead of panic lawsuits, the networks just sat down and thought a little
while about how ReplayTV is assessing the location of commercials, then
they could also come up with a way of

4000 from the ABC, CBS and NBC net-

The networks would like to have a captive
audience for the commercials they live on.

works, and various other entities of
Disney, Viacom and NBC.
You might have thought that the Su-

preme Court ruling in 1984 - that
"fair use" of VCR replays was not anti -

copyright - would have stopped this
action dead in its tracks, but SonicBlue
went rather further (the litigants claim)
by allowing users of the ReplayTV 4000

to bypass commercials. The machine
can also be set up to deliver digital video

over an Ethernet in real time or at the
rate your broadband connection allows
over the Internet.

suit gets to a jury things will be explained
properly. A spokeswoman for NBC was

quoted at the time as saying that, "this
[ReplayTV] goes above and beyond fair
use [with VCRs] in allowing consumers
to distribute programs by e-mail, which
will undercut subscription services such
as Showtime, HBO and pay -per -view
programs. Although consumers may fast
forward through and skip commercials
during playback with current VCRs and

confusing them. Both Viacom and
NBC are investors in ReplayTV (isn't
that scary?) and apparently had no idea
this was coming their way. But we have
had high -end VCRs available for some
time that can skip the ads.

And of the claim about distributing
perfect digital copies over the Internet?
The "high" setting in the recorder is reported as being about 6 Mbits/s (which
agrees with a 13.5 -hour recording time
on the entry model's 40 Gbyte drive.) I

Just two weeks before this lawsuit the
company was lauded by the television

digital video recorders," she said, "the

industry with a 2001 Technological/Engineering Emmy. Maybe the acceptance

new devices do not allow viewers an opportunity to see them at all."

don't think many of us in the broad-

speech at the Emmy banquet woke up
the industry seated in front of the po-

From a technology point of view this
statement is nonsense. The recording is

Mbits/s recordings as being perfect

dium. "Digital video recording is clearly
changing the way consumers watch television," said Anthony Wood (founder of
ReplayTV), "providing customers with

complete with commercials; it is the
viewer's choice during playback whether

seconded by the Consumer Electronics
Association (CEA), who gave the com-

to skip them or not. All the technology
is doing is saving the viewer from holding fast forward on the remote controL
So, the networks would like to have a
captive audience for the commercials
they live on. And, of course, the viewer
would prefer not to see any at all. Big
surprise. And viewers will only become
more miserly with their commercial viewing time as it keeps coming at them

pany an Innovation Award for the

from all sides. Think of those many

ReplayTV 4000 and for their Rio digital

audio center. The CEA also proudly

minutes of television -style advertising
movie theaters are now running before

showcased the products at International

the even more annoying "Coming

the power to choose what they watch
and how they watch it." Oops!
The ReplayTV 4000 started shipping

in November 2001 amid rave reviews

from those pundits who had already
tried them out. Those reviews were

1 18 broadcastengineering.com

casting industry would think of 6
copies but, in any case, even on a Ti it
would take you eight hours to transfer
a two-hour movie, and on a dialup connection you could be talking about two
days! Oh, yeah. Lots of people are going to get into that.
I'd like to see SonicBlue come out on

top in this one. For the sake of my
remote's fast -forward button, and to
keep the viewing audience from being left singing the blues.

BE

Paul McGoldrick is a freelance industry
consultant based on the West Coast.
Send questions and comments to:
SEND

paul_mcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com
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1994

VIM -100
1997

VTM-200
1999 Emmy
1998

VTM-190
1998

VTM-203
1999
VTM-300
1999

VIM -320
200C

VTM-400HD

2001

VTM-330E
The next evolution in multi-fcrmat on screen tes: and measurement
monitoring is here. Videotek's VTM-330E features eye pattern
displays, jitter neasuremen: capabilities, an intuit ve encoded
and RGB Gamu: display, and Ethernet cornectivity all designed
to assist system operations
Built on Videotek's Emmy winning VTM-200 desigr, the VTM-330E
monitors all viceo and audio signals to user selectable test
parameters. The system is equipped win ala-ms, assignable
GPIs, and user defined text notes to the alarm list.

VTM-330E: Multi -Format
On Screen Monitor
Introducing
The Latest Addition
to the VTM Series

Combining the VTM-330E with Videotek's STM-350 Streaming
Test and Measurement um:, and SpyderWeb software, provides
remote operators with the ultimate in central monitoring support.
The VTM-330E has the power and prodLctivity o- five systems in
one economical package to dramatically reduce operating costs
and RU space requirements.

So find out for yourself what hundreds of leading broadcast
facilities already know - when you need deperdable, reliable
broadcast quality solutions - WE ARE HERE.
Call Videotek today!

=VIDEOTEK
A Zero Defects Company

People Who Use Videotek Think Clearer.SM

Toll Free: 800-800-5719 www.videotek.com
Direct: 610-327-2292

LEITCH

think video (5!

MediaFile Clip & Still Store

Get
it
Together
Leitch introduces
the best of both worlds
in an affordable

Guy et

still store

Designed to integrate into the most demanding broadcast
environments, MediaFile- still and clip store is easy -to -use,
guaranteeing rapid, on -air access to stills and sequences.
MediaFile is fully compatible with industry standard file
formats, including Quantel" and Leitch StillFile", and offers
the best price and performance in today -'s dip store market.

M EDIAFI Lc.T.

For more information, please visit our website at
http://www.leitch.com/mediafile or call for a CD.
Canada +1 (4161445 9640 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673, +1 (757) 548 2300 USA West +1 (888/818) 843 7004
Europe +44 (0) 1344 446000 France +33 (01) 4287 0909
Hong Kong +852 2776 0628 Australia +61 (2) 9547 0088 Japan +81 (3) 5423 3631 Brazil +55 (1113151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045
02002 1..ench Technology Corporahon.

www.leitch.com
1-800-231-9673

